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EXTENDED r-SPIN THEORY IN ALL GENERA AND THE DISCRETE
KDV HIERARCHY
ALEXANDR BURYAK AND PAOLO ROSSI
Abstract. In this paper we construct a family of cohomology classes on the moduli space of
stable curves generalizing Witten’s r-spin classes. They are parameterized by a phase space
which has one extra dimension and in genus 0 they correspond to the extended r-spin classes
appearing in the computation of intersection numbers on the moduli space of open Riemann
surfaces, while when restricted to the usual smaller phase space, they give in all genera the
product of the top Hodge class by the r-spin class. They do not form a cohomological field
theory, but a more general object which we call F-CohFT, since in genus 0 it corresponds to
a flat F-manifold. For r = 2 we prove that the partition function of such F-CohFT gives a
solution of the discrete KdV hierarchy. Moreover the same integrable system also appears as
its double ramification hierarchy.
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1. Introduction
The moduli space of r-spin curves, parameterizing stable curves C with n marked points
p1, . . . , pn ∈ C together with an r-th root, r ≥ 2, of the twisted canonical bundle ωC(
∑n
i=1(1−
αi)pi), αi ∈ Z, has a rich geometric structure and has recently proved to be a central tool in
the study of the cohomology of the moduli space of stable curves Mg,n.
Date: December 11, 2018.
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Witten’s r-spin classes [Wit93, PV01, Chi06, Moc06, FJR13] are cohomological field theo-
ries on Mg,n, constructed out of the geometry of r-spin moduli spaces, and their intersection
theory was shown in [FSZ10] to be controlled by the Gelfand-Dickey (r− 1)-KdV hierarchy, as
previously conjectured in [Wit93].
As an example of the richness of such objects, in [PPZ15], 3-spin classes were used to pro-
duce and prove a large system of relations in the tautological subring of the cohomology ring
of Mg,n. This system contains all other previously known relations between the generators
of the tautological ring and is in fact conjectured to be a complete system, thus yielding an
explicit description of the tautological ring itself.
The present paper starts with the observation that, in genus 0, from results of [JKV01]
and [BCT17], the construction of r-spin cohomological field theories can be extended to sys-
tems of cohomology classes on M0,n with phase space 1-dimensionally bigger and satisfying a
system of axioms corresponding to the structure of a flat F-manifold [Man05], as opposed to
the usual Frobenius manifold associated to genus 0 CohFTs.
Given also the relevance of such genus 0 extended r-spin classes in describing the intersection
theory of moduli spaces of Riemann surfaces with boundary [PST14, ST, Tes15], first observed
in [BCT17], we were motivated to look for a higher genus generalization of extended r-spin
classes.
As we said, already in genus 0, the extended r-spin theory is not quite a cohomological field
theory/Frobenius manifold. However the notion of flat F-manifold can be naturally extended
to higher genus as a system of cohomology classes on Mg,n satisfying a set of axioms that is
correspondingly weaker than those of a CohFT. We introduce this general notion in Section 2
and we call it an F-cohomological field theory.
We then proceed to construct a specific (homogeneous) F-CohFT that reduces, in genus 0,
to the extended r-spin classes. The construction is based on a generalization of a formula of
J. Gue´re´ [Gue17]. Gue´re´ considers two elements in the K-theory of the moduli space of r-spin
curves: the derived push-forward of the universal r-th root bundle from the universal curve to
the moduli space and the Hodge bundle. Then he constructs a certain combination of charac-
teristic classes of such two objects, depending on a parameter and well defined in the K-theory,
and shows that, in a certain limit of the parameter and after push-forward toMg,n, this explicit
formula recovers the product of the r-spin class by the top Chern class of the Hodge bundle.
It turns out that such construction can be generalized to the extended phase space of ex-
tended r-spin theory giving, for generic value of the parameter, an actual cohomological field
theory which reduces, in the above limit, to a homogeneous (with respect to a natural exten-
sion of the grading for r-spin theory) F-CohFT generalizing to all genera the extended r-spin
theory. When restricted to the usual phase space, this F-CohFT gives, as prescribed by Gue´re´’s
formula, the product of the top Chern class of the Hodge bundle by the r-spin class, which is
of course a partial cohomological field theory. However such factorization does not happen on
the extra component of the extended phase space.
We then study the problem of explicit description of the intersection theory with our F-
CohFT in the case r = 2. Note that the CohFT, depending on a parameter, discussed above,
is semisimple, which means that, by the results of [BPS12], the corresponding Dubrovin-Zhang
hierarchy [DZ05] exists and that, in the limit, it will become a homogeneous system of evolu-
tionary PDEs. The corresponding Hamiltonian structure, however, degenerates in the limit.
Using homogeneity, we manage to completely identify such system of PDEs as an extension
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of the discrete (or q-difference) KdV hierarchy of [Fre96] thereby proving a Witten-Kontsevich
type result for the F-CohFT: the partition function of the extended 2-spin theory satisfies the
extended discrete KdV hierarchy. This effectively computes all intersection numbers of the
F-CohFT with psi-classes.
We remark here that the discrete KdV hierarchy also appeared in [BCR12, BCRR14], to-
gether with its bigraded generalizations, as the natural candidate for the Dubrovin-Zhang
hierarchy of the equivariant Gromov-Witten theory of local P1-orbifolds. It would be natural
to investigate the relation between our construction of the extended r-spin classes and such
Gromov-Witten theory.
Finally we prove that the double ramification hierarchy construction and results of [Bur15b,
BR16] can be generalized to F-CohFTs and that, for r = 2 the DR hierarchy also corresponds
to the extended discrete KdV hierarchy, the two incarnations being related by a Miura trans-
formation, providing yet another example of DR/DZ equivalence along the lines of what was
conjectured and investigated in [Bur15b, BDGR16a, BDGR16b, BGR17], but in the more gen-
eral context of F-CohFTs.
We conclude with some remarks and a conjecture about the possible relation of our ex-
tended r-spin theory with open Hodge integrals, i.e. intersection numbers of psi-classes with
Hodge classes on the moduli space of open Riemann surfaces, generalizing the genus 0 results
of [BCT17].
Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Andrea Brini, Guido Carlet, Oleg Chalykh,
Allan Fordy, Paolo Lorenzoni, Alexander Mikhailov, Jake Solomon, Ran Tessler and Dimitri
Zvonkine for useful discussions. A. B. was supported by the Marie Curie Fellowship (project
ID 797635) and Grant RFFI-16-01-00409.
Part of the work was completed during the visits of P. R to the Research Visitors’ Centre of
the School of Mathematics at the University of Leeds in 2018.
2. CohFTs and F-CohFTs
Consider the Deligne-Mumford moduli space Mg,n of genus g stable curves with n marked
points, defined for g, n ≥ 0 and 2g − 2 + n > 0. In this section we describe a generalization
of the notions of cohomological field theory (or CohFT) [KM94] and of partial cohomological
field theory [LRZ15] (whose definition, we recall, is the same as for a CohFT, but without the
gluing axiom at non-separating nodes).
2.1. F-CohFTs and flat F-manifolds.
Definition 2.1. For 2g−1+n > 0, an F-cohomological field theory (or F-CohFT) is a system
of linear maps cg,n+1 : V
∗ ⊗ V ⊗n → Heven(Mg,n+1,C), where V is an arbitrary vector space,
together with a special element e1 ∈ V , called the unit, such that, chosen any basis e1, . . . , edimV
of V and the dual basis e1, . . . , edimV of V ∗, the following axioms are satisfied:
(i) the maps cg,n+1 are equivariant with respect to the Sn-action permuting the n copies of V
in V ∗ ⊗ V ⊗n and the last n marked points in Mg,n+1, respectively.
(ii) π∗cg,n+1(e
α0 ⊗ ⊗ni=1eαi) = cg,n+2(eα0 ⊗ ⊗ni=1eαi ⊗ e1) for 1 ≤ α0, α1, . . . , αn ≤ dimV ,
where π : Mg,n+2 →Mg,n+1 is the map that forgets the last marked point.
Moreover c0,3(e
α ⊗ eβ ⊗ e1) = δαβ for 1 ≤ α, β ≤ dimV .
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(iii) gl∗cg1+g2,n1+n2+1(e
α0 ⊗ ⊗ni=1eαi) = cg1,n1+2(eα0 ⊗ ⊗i∈Ieαi ⊗ eµ)cg2,n2+1(eµ ⊗ ⊗j∈Jeαj ) for
1 ≤ α0, α1, . . . , αn ≤ dimV , where I ⊔ J = {2, . . . , n + 1}, |I| = n1, |J | = n2, and
gl : Mg1,n1+2 ×Mg2,n2+1 →Mg1+g2,n1+n2+1 is the corresponding gluing map.
In the above definition and in what follows, we will use Einstein’s convention of sum over
repeated Greek indices.
Clearly, an F-cohomological field theory is a generalization of a partial cohomological field
theory. Indeed, consider an arbitrary partial CohFT cg,n : V
⊗n → Heven(Mg,n,C) with a met-
ric η on the phase space V . Choose a basis e1, . . . , edimV ∈ V and define linear maps
c•g,n+1 : V
∗ ⊗ V ⊗n → Heven(Mg,n+1,C)
by
c•g,n+1(e
α0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi) := ηα0µcg,n+1(eµ ⊗⊗ni=1eαi).
Obviously, the maps c•g,n+1 form an F-CohFT.
In the same way as the genus 0 part of a CohFT produces a Frobenius manifold, the rational
part of an F-CohFT produces a flat F-manifold (which explains the terminology we chose). We
recall here the following facts from [Man05], see also [AL18].
Definition 2.2. A flat F-manifold (M,∇, ◦, e1) is a the datum of a (smooth or analytic) man-
ifold M , an affine connection ∇ : X(M) ⊗ X(M) → X(M), where X(M) is the Lie algebra
of vector fields on M , an algebra structure (TpM, ◦, e1) with unit e1 on each tangent space,
(smoothly or analytically) depending on the point p ∈ M , such that the one-parameter family
of connections ∇− λ◦ is flat and torsionless for any λ ∈ C, and ∇e1 = 0.
From flatness and torsionlessness of ∇− λ◦ one can deduce commutativity and associativity
of the algebras (TpM, ◦, e1) and, if we denote by c(X, Y ) := X ◦ Y , one can deduce that the
expression ∇Zc(X, Y ) is symmetric in X, Y, Z ∈ X(M).
If one choses flat coordinates vα, α = 1, . . . , dimM , for the F-manifold, with e1 =
∂
∂v1
, it is
easy to see that locally the flat F-manifold structure can be encoded entirely in a (smooth or
analytic) vector potential Fα(v∗), 1 ≤ α ≤ dimM , satisfying
∂2Fα
∂v1∂vβ
= δαβ , 1 ≤ α, β ≤ dimM,
∂2Fα
∂vβ∂vµ
∂2Fµ
∂vγ∂vδ
=
∂2Fα
∂vγ∂vµ
∂2Fµ
∂vβ∂vδ
, 1 ≤ α, β, γ, δ ≤ dimM.
In particular the components cαβγ of the tensor c (i.e. the structure functions of the algebra
(TpM, ◦, e1)) can be written as cαβγ = ∂
2Fα
∂vβ∂vγ
, 1 ≤ α, β, γ ≤ dimM .
Given an F-CohFT cg,n+1 : V
∗⊗V ⊗n → Heven(Mg,n+1,C), a vector potential on V satisfying
precisely these equations can be constructed as the following generating function,
Fα(v∗) =
∑
n≥2
1≤α1,...,αn≤dimV
∫
M0,n+1
c0,n+1(e
α ⊗⊗ni=1eαi)
n∏
i=1
vαi,
thus yielding an associated flat F-manifold structure on V .
2.2. Graded F-CohFTs. Since H∗(Mg,n,C) is a graded C-vector space, it is natural to con-
sider the special case of F-CohFTs for which the vector spaces V and V ∗ are also graded,
deg e1 = 0, and the pairing has degree 0, i.e. deg e
α = − deg eα for a homogeneous basis
e1, . . . , edimV of V . In this case the F-CohFT is called graded (or homogeneous, or conformal)
if the maps cg,n+1 : V
∗ ⊗ V ⊗n → Heven(Mg,n,C) are linear homogeneous of degree deg cg,n+1.
Because of axiom (ii) in Definition 2.1, deg cg,n+1 does not depend on n and deg c0,n+1 = 0 for
any n ≥ 2. Moreover, because of axiom (iii), deg cg,n+1 is a linear function of g, which implies
that the most general form of grading compatible with the axioms of F-CohFT is
deg cg,n+1 = γg, γ ∈ C.
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Notice that, for CohFTs cg,n : V
⊗n → Heven(Mg,n,C) with metric η on V , the analogous
notion of grading has to be compatible with the extra gluing axiom at non-separating nodes
gl∗cg,n(⊗ni=1eαi) = cg−1,n+2(⊗ni=1eαi ⊗ eµ ⊗ eν)ηµν , where gl : Mg−1,n+2 →Mg,n and, if the map
η : V ⊗2 → C has degree deg η = −δ, this imposes the further condition γ = δ, i.e.
deg cg,n = δ(g − 1), deg η = −δ, δ ∈ C, 1 ≤ α ≤ dimV.
3. Construction of the extended r-spin theory in all genera
This is the main geometric part of the paper, where we construct a graded F-CohFT in all
genera, generalizing the genus 0 extended r-spin theory from [BCT17]. In Sections 3.1 and 3.2
we recall the main properties of the moduli space of r-stable spin curves and the distinguished
cohomology class on it, called Witten’s class. Then in Section 3.3 we recall the construction of
the extended r-spin theory in genus 0 from [BCT17]. Section 3.4 is devoted to the generalization
of this construction to all genera.
We fix an integer r ≥ 2 throughout this section.
3.1. Moduli space of r-stable spin curves: overview. Here we collect main facts about
r-stable spin curves and their moduli space. We can recommend the paper [CZ09, Section 2]
for a more detailed introduction.
An orbifold curve C with marked points p1, . . . , pn is a connected compact algebraic curve
with at most nodal singularities and with an orbifold structure at each node. We require that
the marked points belong to the smooth part of C. Moreover, we require that the local picture
at each node is {xy = 0}/Zm, for some m ≥ 1, where the action of the group Zm of m-th roots
of unity is given by ζm · (x, y) = (ζmx, ζ−1m y), ζm = e
2pii
m . Denote by |C| the underlying coarse
(or non-orbifold) curve.
Consider an n-tuple of integers ~α = (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ Zn. An r-spin structure of type ~α on a
marked orbifold curve (C; p1, . . . , pn) is a pair(
L→ C, φ : L⊗r ∼→ ωC
(
n∑
i=1
(1− αi)pi
))
,(3.1)
where L → C is an orbifold line bundle (called also a spin bundle), φ is an isomorphism and
by ωC we denote the canonical line bundle on C. The number αi is called the index of L at pi. An
orbifold curve (C; p1, . . . , pn) is called r-stable, if the underlying marked curve (|C|; p1, . . . , pn)
is stable and the isotropy group is Zr at every node. An r-stable curve with an r-spin structure
is called an r-stable spin curve.
The moduli space of r-stable spin curves of genus g with n marked points and a spin structure
of type ~α = (α1, . . . , αn) will be denoted byMrg,~α. It is a smooth and proper Deligne-Mumford
stack, which is non-empty if and only if the stability condition 2g−2+n > 0 and the divisibility
condition
n∑
i=1
αi = 2g − 2 + n mod r(3.2)
are satisfied. In this case the moduli space Mrg,~α has complex dimension 3g − 3 + n.
The moduli space Mrg,~α is equipped with the following structures:
• the universal curve π : C~α →Mrg,~α;
• the universal line bundle L~α → C~α;
• the K-theoretical element R•π∗L~α := R0π∗L~α−R1π∗L~α ∈ K0(Mrg,~α), which, ifM
r
g,~α is
non-empty, has rank rk(R•π∗L~α) = −vd(r, g, ~α), where
vd(r, g, ~α) :=
(g − 1)(r − 2) +∑ni=1(αi − 1)
r
;
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• the projection p : Mrg,~α → Mg,n, obtained by forgetting the r-spin structure and the
orbifold structure on an r-stable spin curve (C; p1, . . . , pn);
• the Hodge vector bundle onMrg,~α, which is the pull-back of the Hodge bundle onMg,n
via the projection p. Both of them will be denoted by E.
Given an r-spin structure (3.1), we can twist the line bundle L byOC(pi), for some i: L 7→ L(pi).
As a result, we get an r-spin structure of type (α1, . . . , αi−1, αi − r, αi+1, . . . , αn). Therefore, if
~β = (β1, . . . , βn) is another n-tuple on integers, satisfying αi−βi = 0 mod r for each i, then the
transformation, described above, allows to identify the moduli spaces Mrg,~α andM
r
g,~β together
with the universal curves over them: Mrg,~α =M
r
g,~β, C~α = C~β . So we can consider the universal
line bundle L~β as a line bundle over C~α.
We will often omit the index ~α in the notations C~α and L~α, if it is clear what the indices are.
3.2. r-spin theory. If 1 ≤ α1, . . . , αn ≤ r, and the moduli space Mrg,~α is non-empty, then it
possesses a certain natural cohomology class
cvir(α1, . . . , αn)g,n ∈ H2·vd(r,g,~α)(Mrg,~α,Q),
which is called Witten’s class. In genus 0 the construction was first carried out in [Wit93]. In
this case a simple degree calculation shows that R0π∗L = 0 and, therefore, the sheaf R1π∗L is
a vector bundle of rank rk(R1π∗L) = vd(r, 0, ~α). Then
cvir(α1, . . . , αn)0,n := cvd(r,0,~α)(R
1π∗L).
Different higher genus constructions were obtained in [PV01], [Chi06], [Moc06], [FJR13]. By the
result of [PPZ15, Theorem 3], all these constructions give the same class after the push-forward
to the moduli space Mg,n via the projection p : Mrg,~α →Mg,n.
The class cvir(α1, . . . , αn)g,n satisfies the so-called Ramond vanishing property:
cvir(α1, . . . , αn)g,n = 0, if αi = r for some i.
Let us fix a vector space V of dimension r− 1 with a basis e1, . . . , er−1 and a metric η, defined
in this basis by ηµν := δµ+ν,r. Define a collection of linear maps
crg,n : V
⊗n → H∗(Mg,n,Q)
by
crg,n(⊗ni=1eαi) :=
{
(−1)vd(r,g,~α)r1−gp∗cvir(α1, . . . , αn)g,n, if condition (3.2) is satisfied,
0, otherwise.
These maps together with the metric η and the vector e1, considered as unit, form a cohomo-
logical field theory, called the r-spin cohomological field theory. Clearly,
deg crg,n(⊗ni=1eαi) = 2 · vd(r, g, ~α),
if condition (3.2) is satisfied. Note that in the case r = 2 we have
c2g,n(e
⊗n
1 ) = 1 ∈ H∗(Mg,n,Q).
Remark 3.1. The definition of the r-spin cohomological field theory, considered in other papers,
can be different from ours by a rescaling coefficient. We use the same convention, as in [PPZ15]
and [BG16].
One of the most remarkable results about the r-spin cohomological field theory is the so-
called r-spin Witten’s conjecture [Wit93], proved in [FSZ10], which describes the intersection
theory with the classes crg,n(⊗ni=1eαi) in terms of the Gelfand-Dickey hierarchy.
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3.3. F-CohFT in genus 0. Let 1 ≤ α1, . . . , αn ≤ r and denote ~αext := (0, α1, . . . , αn).
In [JKV01] the authors noticed that one can define Witten’s class on the moduli space Mr0,~αext
in exactly the same way, as described in the previous section. Indeed, we still have the vanishing
R0π∗L = 0 and, therefore, one can define
cvir(0, α1, . . . , αn)0,n+1 := cvd(r,0,~αext)
(
R1π∗L
) ∈ H∗(Mr0,~αext ,Q).
In [BCT17] the authors systematically studied the intersection theory with these classes. In [BCT17,
Lemma 3.3] they observed that under the identification Mr0,~αext =M
r
0,~α′ , ~α
′ := (r, α1, . . . , αn),
we have
cvir(0, α1, . . . , αn)0,n+1 = cvd(r,0,~α′)−1(R
1π∗L) ∈ H∗(Mr0,~α′ ,Q).
Consider an extension V ext of the vector space V , obtained by adding a basis element er:
V ext := 〈e1, . . . , er〉. Denote by e1, . . . , er ∈ (V ext)∗ the dual basis. We can extend the linear
maps crg,n : V
⊗n → H∗(Mg,n,Q) to linear maps (V ext)⊗n → H∗(Mg,n,Q) by saying
crg,n(⊗ni=1eαi) := 0, if αi = r for some i.
From the results of Section 3.2 in [BCT17] it follows that the collection of linear maps
cr,ext0,n+1 : (V
ext)∗ ⊗ (V ext)⊗n → H∗(M0,n+1,Q),
defined by
cr,ext0,n+1(e
α0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi) :=
{
cr0,n+1(er−α0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi), if 1 ≤ α0 ≤ r − 1,
(−1)vd(r,0,~α′)−1r · p∗cvd(r,0,~α′)−1(R1π∗L), if α0 = r,
(3.3)
where in the second case ~α′ := (r, α1, . . . , αn) and L is the universal line bundle on the universal
curve π : C →Mr0,~α′ , form an F-CohFT. We also present a proof of this fact in the next section,
where we extend this F-CohFT to all genera. The classes (3.3) were called in [BCT17] the
extended r-spin classes.
3.4. F-CohFT in all genera. In this section we extend the genus 0 F-CohFT (3.3) to all
genera.
3.4.1. Characteristic class ct(V ). Here we mostly recall the material from [BG16, Section 3.2].
Let V be a complex vector bundle of rank k over a quasi-projective variety S. Denote by
a1, . . . , ak the Chern roots of V . Recall that the Todd class of V is defined by
Td(V ) :=
k∏
i=1
ai
1− e−ai ∈ H
∗(S,Q).
Let t be a formal variable. Define
λt(V ) :=
∑
i≥0
(ΛiV )ti ∈ K0(S)[t].
Clearly,
Ch(λt(V )) =
k∏
i=1
(1 + eait) ∈ H∗(S,Q)[t],
where Ch denotes the Chern character. A class ct(V ) ∈ H∗(S,Q)[t] is defined by
ct(V ) := Ch (λ−t(V
∨)) Td(V ) =
k∏
i=1
[
(1− e−ait) ai
1− e−ai
]
∈ H∗(S,Q)[t].
One can immediately see that ct(V )|t=1 = ck(V ).
Let τ := 1− t and consider the expansion of the polynomial ct(V ) around t = 1:
ct(V ) =
∑
1≤i≤k, j≥0
ci,j(V )τ
i, ci,j(V ) ∈ H2j(S,Q).
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Lemma 3.2. We have ci,j(V ) = 0, if j < k − i; and ci,k−i(V ) = ck−i(V ).
Proof. We compute ct(V ) =
∏k
i=1
[
(1− e−ai(1− τ)) ai
1−e−ai
]
=
∏k
i=1
(
ai + τ
ai
eai−1
)
. It remains
to note that ai
eai−1
= 1 +O(ai) and the lemma becomes clear. 
The characteristic class ct(V ) satisfies the properties
ct(V1 ⊕ V2) = ct(V1)ct(V2), ct(Ck) = (1− t)k,
where V1 and V2 are two vector bundles, and C
k denotes the trivial vector bundle of rank k.
Note also that the class ct(V ) has the form ct(V ) = 1 + O(t) and, therefore, it is invertible in
the ring H∗(S,Q)[[t]]. Therefore, the function ct can be defined for an arbitrary element in the
K-theory of S as follows:
ct(B − A) := ct(B)
ct(A)
∈ H∗(S,Q)[[t]],
where A and B are two vector bundles. In [Gue16] the author observed that the class ct(B−A)
can be expressed in the following way:
ct(B −A) =(1− t)rk(B−A) exp
(∑
l≥1
sl(t)Chl(A− B)
)
, where
sl(t) :=
Bl
l
+ (−1)l
l∑
k=1
(k − 1)!
(
t
1− t
)k
γ(l, k),
and the numbers γ(l, k) are defined by the generating series∑
l≥0
γ(l, k)
zl
l!
:=
(ez − 1)k
k!
.
We see that ct(B −A) is a rational function of the variable t with coefficients in H∗(S,Q) and
with a unique pole at t = 1.
Consider the Laurent series expansion of the function ct(B − A) around t = 1:
ct(B − A) =
∑
i≥−M, j≥0
ci,j(B − A)τ i, ci,j(B − A) ∈ H2j(S,Q),
where M is the order of pole of ct(B −A) at t = 1.
Lemma 3.3. If j < rk(B −A)− i, then ci,j(B −A) = 0.
Proof. The function sl(t) has a pole at t = 1 of order l. Therefore, the coefficient of τ
−i,
i ≥ 0, in the expansion of exp (∑l≥1 sl(t)Chl(A− B)) around t = 1 belongs to the space⊕
j≥iH
2j(S,Q), which proves the lemma. 
3.4.2. Auxiliary cohomological field theory. For an n-tuple of integers ~α = (α1, . . . , αn) define a
class Gr;tg,n(α1, . . . , αn) ∈ H∗(Mg,n,Q)(t) by
Gr;tg,n(α1, . . . , αn) := p∗ (ct(−R•π∗L)ct−r(E∨)) ∈ H∗(Mg,n,Q)(t),
if condition (3.2) is satisfied, and define this class to be zero, if condition (3.2) is violated.
Introduce a metric ητ on the space V ext by
ητµν :=
{
δµ+ν,r, if 1 ≤ µ, ν ≤ r − 1,
δµ,ντ, otherwise.
Since H∗(M0,3,Q) = Q, we will sometimes consider the class Gr;t0,3(α1, α2, α3) as a rational
function from Q(t).
Proposition 3.4. The classes Gr;tg,n(α1, . . . , αn) satisfy the following properties:
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1. For the forgetful map f : Mg,n+1 → Mg,n, forgetting the last marked point, we have
Gr;tg,n+1(α1, . . . , αn, 1) = f
∗Gr;tg,n(α1, . . . , αn).
2. For the gluing map gl : Mg1,n1+1×Mg1,n2+1 →Mg,n, g = g1+ g2, n = n1+n2, we have
gl∗Gr;tg,n(α1, . . . , αn) = r(η
τ)µνGr;tg1,n1+1(α1, . . . , αn1, µ)×Gr;tg2,n2+1(αn1+1, . . . , αn, ν).(3.4)
3. For the gluing map gl : Mg−1,n+2 →Mg,n we have
gl∗Gr;tg,n(α1, . . . , αn) = (1− t−r)r(ητ )µνGr;tg−1,n+2(α1, . . . , αn, µ, ν).(3.5)
4. If 1 ≤ α1, α2, α3 ≤ r, then we have
Gr;t0,3(α1, α2, α3) =

1
r
, if α1 + α2 + α3 = r + 1,
1−t
r
, if α1 + α2 + α3 = 2r + 1,
0, otherwise.
Proof. Denote
G˜r;tg,n(α1, . . . , αn) := ct(−R•π∗L)ct−r(E∨) ∈ H∗(M
r
g,~α,Q)(t).
Let [n] := {1, . . . , n}. For a subset I ⊂ [n], I = {i1, . . . , i|I|}, i1 < i2 < . . . < i|I|, we denote
by αI the string αi1 , . . . , αi|I| .
Let us prove part 1. We have the forgetful map f˜ : Mrg,(α[n],1) →M
r
g,~α and, since the universal
line bundle on the universal curve over Mrg,(α[n],1) is the pull-back of the universal line bundle
on the universal curve over Mrg,~α, we get f˜ ∗G˜r;tg,n(α[n]) = G˜r;tg,n+1(α[n], 1). After that it remains
to note that for the projections p : Mrg,~α → Mg,n and p′ : M
r
g,(α[n],1)
→ Mg,n+1 the relation
p′∗f˜
∗ = f ∗p∗ holds in cohomology.
Let us prove part 2. Let I1 := {1, . . . , n1} and I2 := {n1+1, . . . , n}. Note that condition (3.2)
implies that a term in the sum on the right-hand side of formula (3.4) vanishes unless the
numbers 1 ≤ µ, ν ≤ r satisfy the conditions
µ+
n1∑
i=1
αi = 2g1 − 2 + n1 + 1 mod r, µ+ ν = 0 mod r,(3.6)
which determine them uniquely.
Lemma 3.5. Under the identification Mrg,(r,α[n]) = M
r
g,(0,α[n])
we have G˜r;tg,n+1(r, α[n]) = (1 −
t)G˜r;tg,n+1(0, α[n]).
Proof. Consider the universal curve π : C → Mrg,(r,α[n]) and the universal line bundles L :=
L(r,α[n]) and L˜ := L(0,α[n]) on C. Denote by σ1 : M
r
g,(r,α[n])
→ C the section corresponding to the
first marked point and by ∆1 ⊂ C the image of σ1. Clearly, we have L˜ = L(∆1), which gives
the exact sequence of sheaves
0→ R0π∗L → R0π∗L˜ → σ∗1L˜ → R1π∗L → R1π∗L˜ → 0.
Applying the characteristic class ct, we get ct(−R•π∗L) = ct(−R•π∗L˜)ct(σ∗1L˜). Note that
(σ∗1L˜)⊗r = σ∗1(L˜⊗r) ∼= σ∗1(ωπ(∆1)) ∼= OMrg,(r,α[n]), where ωπ is the relative canonical line bundle
on C. Therefore, c1(σ∗1L˜) = 0, and, hence, ct(σ∗1L˜) = (1− t), which proves the lemma. 
Let us recall the structure of the boundary of the moduli space Mrg,~α, following closely the
exposition from [CZ09, Section 2.3]. As we have already said above, a neighbourhood of a node
of an r-stable curve C is isomorphic to the quotient of the ordinary node {xy = 0} by the
Zr-action given by ζr · (x, y) = (ζrx, ζ−1r y). Then a spin bundle L on C in the neighbourhood of
the node is locally isomorphic to the quotient {(x, y, t)|xy = 0}/Zr with the Zr-action given by
ζr ·(x, y, t) = (ζrx, ζ−1r y, ζar t), for some integer 0 ≤ a ≤ r−1. The number a here depends on the
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chosen order of the branches of C at the node. If we interchange the branches, then the number a
changes to a number 0 ≤ b ≤ r− 1, uniquely determined by the relation a+ b = 0 mod r. The
numbers a and b will be called the local indices of the spin bundle L at the node.
Suppose now that the node is separating and divides our curve C into a component of genus g1
with the marking set I1 and a component of genus g2 with the marking set I2. Note that the
numbers a, b are related to the numbers µ, ν from (3.6) by
(a, b) =
{
(µ, ν), if 1 ≤ µ ≤ r − 1,
(0, 0), if µ = r.
Let us now do the following procedure:
1. Normalize the curve C at the node, C 7→ C˜ = C1 ⊔ C2, and take the pull-back of the
spin bundle L to the normalization.
2. Forget the orbifold structure at the two new marked points (this is the same as passing
to the coarse space, but only locally).
3. Replace the pull-back of the spin bundle L by the sheaf of its invariant sections in a
neighbourhood of the two new marked points. This sheaf turns out to be locally free at
the two new marked points.
As a result, we get r-spin structures of types (αI1 , a) and (αI2, b) on the r-stable curves C1
and C2, respectively.
Denote by Dg1,I1 the moduli space parameterizing singular r-stable spin curves with a sep-
arating node dividing a curve into a component of genus g1 with the marking set I1 and a
component of genus g2 with the marking set I2. Then the procedure, described above, defines
a map Dg1,I1 →M
r
g1,(αI1 ,a)
×Mrg2,(αI2 ,b) which we denote by µg1,I1. We also have a natural map
jg1,I1 : Dg1,I1 →M
r
g,~α. These two maps are parts of the following commutative diagram:
L˜ // C˜D = C1 ⊔ C2
π˜D
**❯❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
norm
// CD
πD
tt
Loo
Mrg1,(αI1 ,a) ×M
r
g2,(αI2 ,b)
p1×p2 **❯❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯
Dg1,I1µg1,I1oo jg1,I1
//
ρ

σe
33
Mrg,~α
p

Mg1,n1+1 ×Mg2,n2+1
gl
//Mg,n
Here πD : CD → Dg1,I1 is the universal curve, pulled back from Mrg,~α, and L → CD is the
universal line bundle. Over Dg1,I1 we also have another universal curve π˜D : C˜D → Dg1,I1,
given by normalization at the separating node. Let us decompose C˜D = C1 ⊔ C2 and denote
by norm: C˜D → CD the universal normalization map. Denote by L˜ the universal line bundle
over C˜D. Finally, by σe we denote the section of the universal curve CD corresponding to the
distinguished node of a singular curve from Dg1,I1.
Note that Ci, i = 1, 2, is the pull-back via the map µg1,I1 of the universal curve over the
i-th component of the product Mrg1,(αI1 ,a) × M
r
g2,(αI2 ,b)
and that µ∗g1,I1(E1 ⊕ E2) = j∗g1,I1E,
where E1 and E2 are the Hodge vector bundles over the moduli spacesMrg1,(αI1 ,a) andM
r
g2,(αI2 ,b)
,
respectively. Therefore, we have
ct(−R•π˜D∗L˜)ct−r(j∗g1,I1E∨) = µ∗g1,I1
(
G˜r;tg1,n1+1(αI1 , a)× G˜r;tg2,n2+1(αI2, b)
)
.
We have the exact sequence of sheaves on CD
0→ L→ norm∗L˜ → L|∆e → 0,
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where ∆e is the image of the section σe. We get the long exact sequence of higher push-forwards
0→ R0πD∗L → R0π˜D∗L˜ → σ∗eL → R1πD∗L → R1π˜D∗L˜ → 0.(3.7)
Suppose now that 1 ≤ a ≤ r − 1. Then σ∗eL = 0, because sections of an orbifold line bundle
necessarily vanish at points where the isotropy group acts non-trivially on the fiber. Applying
the characteristic class ct to (3.7), we get
µ∗g1,I1
(
G˜r;tg1,n1+1(αI1, a)× G˜r;tg2,n2+1(αI2, b)
)
= j∗g1,I1G˜
r;t
g,n(α[n]).
If a = 0, then (σ∗eL)⊗r = σ∗eωπD = ODg1,I1 , which implies that c1(σ∗eL) = 0 and, therefore,
(1− t)µ∗g1,I1
(
G˜r;tg1,n1+1(αI1, 0)× G˜r;tg2,n2+1(αI2, 0)
)
= j∗g1,I1G˜
r;t
g,n(α[n]).
Using Lemma 3.5, in all cases 0 ≤ a ≤ r − 1 we can now write
j∗g1,I1G˜
r;t
g,n(α[n]) = (η
τ )µνµ∗g1,I1
(
G˜r;tg1,n1+1(αI1, µ)× G˜r;tg2,n2+1(αI2 , ν)
)
.
Since deg µg1,I1 = 1 [CZ09, page 1348], we get
ρ∗j
∗
g1,I1
G˜r;tg,n(α[n]) = (η
τ)µνGr;tg1,n1+1(αI1, µ)×Gr;tg2,n2+1(αI2 , ν),
which implies formula (3.4), because ρ∗j
∗
g1,I1
= 1
r
gl∗p∗.
The proof of part 3 of the proposition is analagous to the proof of part 2. For numbers
0 ≤ a, b ≤ r − 1, satisfying a+ b = r mod r, we consider the moduli space Dairr parameterizing
singular r-stable spin curves with a chosen nonseparating node and an order of branches of the
curve at it, such that the local indices of the spin bundle at the node are equal to a and b. We
have natural maps
Mrg−1,(α[n],a,b) Dairr
µairr
oo
jairr
//Mrg,~α.
Then we proceed with the same calculation with two universal curves over Dairr, as in the proof
of part 2, noting that the bundles (µairr)
∗E and (jairr)
∗E are not isomorphic, but we have the
short exact sequence
0→ (µairr)∗E→ (jairr)∗E res→ ODairr → 0,
where the map res is given by taking the residue of a holomorphic 1-form on a singular curve
at the node. As a result, we get
(jairr)
∗G˜r;tg,n(α[n]) =
{
(1− t−r)(µairr)∗G˜r;tg−1,n+2(α[n], a, b), if 1 ≤ a ≤ r − 1,
(1− t−r)(1− t)(µairr)∗G˜r;tg−1,n+2(α[n], a, b), if a = 0.
Define Dirr :=
⊔r−1
a=0Dairr, µirr :=
⊔r−1
a=0 µ
a
irr, jirr :=
⊔r−1
a=0 j
a
irr and let ρ : Dirr →Mg−1,n+2 be the
composition of the map µirr and the projection
⊔
0≤a,b≤r−1
a+b=0 mod r
Mrg−1,(α[n],a,b) → Mg−1,n+2. The
proof of formula (3.5) is completed by using Lemma 3.5, the property deg µairr = 1 [CZ09, page
1348] and the fact that ρ∗j
∗
irr =
1
r
gl∗p∗.
Let us prove part 4. We may assume that α1 + α2 + α3 = 1 mod r. Using Lemma 3.2 and
the vanishing R0π∗L = 0, we get
∫
M0,3
Gr;t0,3(α1, α2, α3) =
∫
M0,3
p∗ct(R
1π∗L) = (1−t)
vd(r,0,(α1,α2,α3))
r
,
which proves part 4 of the proposition. 
We use the standard notation λj := cj(E) ∈ H2j(Mg,n,Q).
Lemma 3.6. If 1 ≤ α1, . . . , αn ≤ r, then the function Gr;tg,n(α1, . . . , αn) ∈ H∗(Mg,n,Q)(t)
doesn’t have pole at t = 1 and, moreover,
Gr;tg,n(α1, . . . , αn)
∣∣
t=1
= (−1)g+vd(r,g,~α)rg−1λgcrg,n(⊗ni=1eαi).(3.8)
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Proof. If 1 ≤ α1, . . . , αn ≤ r − 1, then the lemma follows from [BG16, Theorem 3.5]. Let us
prove that the lemma is true for the classes
Gr;tg,n+m(α1, . . . , αn, r, . . . , r︸ ︷︷ ︸
m times
), 1 ≤ α1, . . . , αn ≤ r − 1, m ≥ 1,(3.9)
by induction on m. The proof is different in the cases r ≥ 3 and r = 2.
Suppose that r ≥ 3. Consider a map f : Mg,n+m →Mg,n+m+2, defined as the composition of
the mapMg,n+m →Mg,n+m×M0,3 and the gluing map gl : Mg,n+m×M0,3 →Mg,n+m+2, which
identifies that last marked points on curves fromMg,n+m andM0,3. Then, by Proposition 3.4,
f ∗Gr;tg,n+m+2(α1, . . . , αn, r, . . . , r︸ ︷︷ ︸
m− 1 times
, 2, r − 1) = Gr;tg,n+m(α1, . . . , αn, r, . . . , r︸ ︷︷ ︸
m times
),
which, by the induction assumption, implies that the class (3.9) doesn’t have pole at t = 1.
If m ≥ 2, then formula (3.8) also follows from the induction assumption. In the case m = 1
formula (3.8) follows from the fact that gl∗crg,n+2(⊗ni=1eαi ⊗ e2 ⊗ er−1) = 0.
Suppose that r = 2. Since the class (3.9) is equal to the pull-back of the class G2;tg,m(2, . . . , 2)
via the forgetful map Mg,n+m → Mg,m, we only have to prove the lemma for the classes
G2;tg,m(2, . . . , 2), m ≥ 1, where we may assume that m is even. Consider the gluing map
gl : Mg,m →Mg+1,m−2. Then, by Proposition 3.4, we have
gl∗G2;tg+1,m−2( 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
m− 2 times
) = 2(1− t−2)G2;tg,m( 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
m− 2 times
, 1, 1)− 2t + 1
t2
G2;tg,m(2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
m times
),
which, by the induction assumption, implies that the function G2;tg,m(2, . . . , 2) doesn’t have pole
at t = 1. In order to prove formula (3.8), we should also use that gl∗λg = 0. This completes
the proof of the lemma. 
This lemma implies that we can consider the class Gr;1−τg,n (α1, . . . , αn) as an element of the
space H∗(Mg,n,Q)[[τ ]]. Let σ be a formal variable. Introduce maps
Cr;σ,τg,n : (V
ext)⊗n → H∗(Mg,n,Q)[[σ, σ−1, τ ]]
by
Cr;σ,τg,n (⊗ni=1eαi) := σ−(g+vd(r,g,~α))r1−g(−σ)
1
2
DegGr;1−στg,n (α1, . . . , αn),
where Deg : H∗(Mg,n,Q) → H∗(Mg,n,Q) is the linear operator, which acts on a subspace
Hm(Mg,n,Q) by the multiplication by m.
Proposition 3.7. The classes Cr;σ,τg,n (⊗ni=1eαi) satisfy the following properties:
1. The class Cr;σ,τg,n (⊗ni=1eαi) belongs to the space H∗(Mg,n,Q)[[σ, τ ]] and its expansion in
the variables σ and τ has the form
Cr;σ,τg,n (⊗ni=1eαi) = λgcrg,n(⊗ni=1eαi) +
∑
k≥0, l≥1
g+vd(r,g,~α)+k−l≥0
σkτ lCrg,n,k,l(⊗ni=1eαi),
where degCrg,n,k,l(⊗ni=1eαi) = 2 (g + vd(r, g, ~α) + k − l).
2. The maps Cr;σ,τg,n form a partial CohFT with the phase space V
ext and the metric ητ , and
with the following factorization property along the gluing map gl : Mg−1,n+2 →Mg,n:
gl∗Cr;σ,τg,n (⊗ni=1eαi) =
1− (1− στ)−r
σ
(ητ)µνCr;σ,τg−1,n+2(⊗ni=1eαi ⊗ eµ ⊗ eν).(3.10)
Proof. From Lemma 3.3 it follows that the coefficient of τ i, 0 ≤ i ≤ g+vd(r, g, ~α), in the power
series Gr;1−τg,n (α1, . . . , αn) belongs to the space
⊕
j≥g+vd(r,g,~α)−iH
2j(Mg,n,Q). Together with
formula (3.8) this implies part 1 of the proposition. Part 2 follows from Proposition 3.4. 
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Remark 3.8. Proposition 3.7 implies that the rescaled classes(
1− (1− στ)−r
σ
)−g
Cr;σ,τg,n (⊗ni=1eαi)(3.11)
form a cohomological field theory with the phase space V ext and the metric ητ .
3.4.3. Construction of maps cr,extg,n+1. Consider the F-CohFT C
•,r;σ,τ
g,n+1 associated to the partial
CohFT Cr;σ,τg,n . Since C
r;σ,τ
g,n (⊗ni=1eαi)
∣∣
τ=0
= 0, if at least one of the αi’s is equal to r, we have
C•,r;σ,τg,n+1 (e
α0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi) ∈ H∗(Mg,n+1,Q)[[σ, τ ]].
Define linear maps
cr,extg,n+1 : (V
ext)∗ ⊗ (V ext)⊗n → H∗(Mg,n+1,Q)
by
cr,extg,n+1 := C
•,r;σ,τ
g,n+1
∣∣
σ=τ=0
.(3.12)
Theorem 3.9. We have the following properties:
1. The maps cr,extg,n+1 form an F-CohFT with the phase space V
ext.
2. Definition (3.12) agrees with definition (3.3) in genus 0.
3. The degree of the class cr,extg,n+1(e
α0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi) is given by
deg cr,extg,n+1(e
α0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi) = 2
(
g(2r − 2)− (α0 − 1) +
∑n
i=1(αi − 1)
r
)
.(3.13)
4. If 1 ≤ α0 ≤ r − 1, then
cr,extg,n+1(e
α0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi) = λgcrg,n+1(er−α0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi).
5. Consider the gluing map gl : Mg−1,n+3 →Mg,n+1. Then we have
gl∗cr,extg,n+1(e
α0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi) = −r · cr,extg−1,n+3(eα0 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi ⊗ er ⊗ er).(3.14)
6. The class cr,extg,n+2(e
r⊗er⊗⊗ni=1eαi) is invariant with respect to the mapMg,n+2 →Mg,n+2,
induced by the permutation of the first two marked points.
Proof. Parts 1 and 6 of the theorem are obvious from definition (3.12). Parts 3 and 4 follow from
part 1 of Proposition 3.7. Part 5 follows from equation (3.10), because 1−(1−στ)
−r
στ
∣∣∣
σ=τ=0
= −r.
It remains to prove part 2 of the theorem. Since R0π∗L = 0, by Lemma 3.2, we have
ct(−R•π∗L) = ct(R1π∗L) =
vd(r,0,~α)∑
i=0
∑
j≥vd(r,0,~α)−i
ci,j(R
1π∗L)τ i,
where ci,vd(r,0,~α)−i(R
1π∗L) = cvd(r,0,~α)−i(R1π∗L). Therefore,
Cr;σ,τ0,n (⊗ni=1eαi)
∣∣
σ=0
=
r vd(r,0,~α)∑
i=0
∑
j≥vd(r,0,~α)−i
(−1)jp∗ci,j(R1π∗L)σj−vd(r,0,~α)+iτ i
∣∣∣∣∣∣
σ=0
=
=r
vd(r,0,~α)∑
i=0
(−1)vd(r,0,~α)−ip∗cvd(r,0,~α)−i(R1π∗L)τ i,
which proves part 2 of the theorem. 
Note that property 3 from this theorem means that the F-CohFT cr,extg,n+1 is graded, deg c
r,ext
g,n+1 =
γg, with
deg eα = 2
α− 1
r
, γ = 2
2r − 2
r
.
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4. Intersection theory with the classes c2,extg,n+1 and the discrete KdV hierarchy
In this section we prove that the intersection theory with the extended 2-spin classes in all
genera is controlled by the discrete KdV hierarchy. In Sections 4.1 and 4.2 we list the main facts
about the spaces of differential polynomials and shift operators and also recall the definition of
the discrete KdV hierarchy. The main results are formulated in Section 4.3 and the proofs are
given in Section 4.4.
4.1. Differential polynomials. Let N ≥ 1 and consider formal variables wαd , where 1 ≤ α ≤
N and d ≥ 0. We will use the notations wα := wα0 , wαx := wα1 , wαxx := wα2 , . . .. The ring Aw1,...,wN
of differential polynomials is defined as the ring of polynomials in the variables wαi , i > 0, with
coefficients in the ring of formal power series in the variables wα = wα0 . We can differentiate a
differential polynomial with respect to x by applying the operator ∂x :=
∑
i≥0w
α
i+1
∂
∂wαi
. Let us
introduce a grading degwαi = i and define A[k]w1,...,wN as the subspace of Aw1,...,wN of degree k.
Introduce a new formal variable ε with deg ε = −1. Let Âw1,...,wN := Aw1,...,wN [[ε]] and
define Â[k]
w1,...,wN
as the subspace of Âw1,...,wN of degree k. Elements of Âw1,...,wN will be also
called differential polynomials. We denote by Âevw1,...,wN ⊂ Âw1,...,wN the subring formed by
differential polynomials, which contain only even powers of ε.
4.2. Ring of shift operators and the discrete KdV hierarchy. Let Λ := eiε∂x and consider
the space of formal operators of the form
A =
m∑
n=−∞
anΛ
n, an ∈ Âw1,...,wN , m ∈ Z.(4.1)
The multiplication in this space is given by
(fΛm) · (gΛn) := f(eimε∂xg)Λm+n, f, g ∈ Âw1,...,wN , m, n ∈ Z.
The resulting ring is called the ring of shift operators.
For an operator (4.1) let
A+ :=
m∑
n=0
anΛ
n.
It is not hard to see that if m ≥ 2 and am = 1, then there exists a unique operator B of the
form
B = Λ+
0∑
n=−∞
bnΛ
n,
such that Bm = A. We will denote it by A
1
m := B.
Let u and v be formal variables and consider the ring of shift operators with coefficients
from Âu,v. In this ring, we consider the operator
L = Λ2 +
v + Λv
2
Λ + u.
The discrete KdV hierarchy is the system of evolutionary partial differential equations with the
dependent variables u and v, given by
∂L
∂τd
= (iε)−1
2d
(2d+ 1)!!
[
L
d+ 1
2
+ , L
]
, d ≥ 0.(4.2)
In particular, ∂u
∂τd
= 0 and
∂v
∂τ0
= −1
4
∂xR
(
v2 − 4u) , where R := 2
iε∂x
Λ− 1
Λ + 1
.(4.3)
Hierarchy (4.2) was first introduced in [Fre96]. Equation (4.3) can be considered as a system
of differential equations for the infinite sequence of functions fn(τ0), with fixed constants αn,
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n ∈ Z, given by fn(τ0) = v(x, τ0)|x=inε, αn = u(x, τ0)|x=inε. This system appeared in the
literature under the name dressing chain (see e.g. [VS93]).
4.3. Main results. We denote by ψi ∈ H2(Mg,n,Q) the first Chern class of the contangent
line bundle over Mg,n attached to the i-th marked point. Introduce formal power series
F α(t∗∗, ε) :=
∑
g,n≥0
ε2g
n!
∑
1≤α1,...,αn≤2
d1,...,dn≥0
(∫
Mg,n+1
c2,extg,n+1(e
α ⊗⊗ni=1eαi)
n∏
i=1
ψdii+1
)
n∏
i=1
tαidi , α = 1, 2,
wα(t∗∗, ε) :=
∂F α
∂t10
.
Here we define the expression
(∫
Mg,n
·
)
to be zero, if the stability condition 2g − 2 + n > 0
is violated. We will always identify t10 = x. Note that the vector potential of the F-manifold,
corresponding to the extended 2-spin theory, is given by [BCT17, Lemma 3.8]
F1(v1, v2) = (v
1)2
2
, F2(v1, v2) = v1v2 − (v
2)3
12
.(4.4)
Theorem 4.1. The formal powers series
u(t∗∗, ε) :=
eiε∂x/2 − e−iε∂x/2
iε∂x
w1(t∗∗, ε), v(t
∗
∗, ε) :=
eiε∂x/2 − e−iε∂x/2
iε∂x
w2(t∗∗, ε)(4.5)
satisfy the discrete KdV hierarchy after the identification τd = t
2
d.
This theorem doesn’t say anything about the flows ∂
∂t1d
. The equations for them are described
by the following two statements. Let us introduce an additional grading deg in the ring Âu,v
by
deg ud := 2, deg vd := 1, deg ε := 0.
Theorem 4.2. 1. There exists a unique sequence of flows ∂
∂t1d
, d ≥ 0, of the form
∂u
∂t1d
=
ud
d!
ux,
∂v
∂t1d
=∂xDK1,d, DK1,d ∈ Â[0]u,v,
which commute with the flows of the discrete KdV hierarchy and satisfy the properties
DK1,0 = v, degDK1,d = 2d+ 1, DK1,d|ε=0
u=0
=
v2d+1
(−2)d(2d+ 1)!! .
2. Moreover, we have
DK1,1 =− v
3
24
+
1
2
uv − 1
8
R
[
R−1v · (v2 − 4u)]− ε2
32
R
[
v · ∂2xR(v2 − 4u)
]
.
The infinite system of flows ∂
∂t2d
of the discrete KdV hierarchy together with the new flows ∂
∂t1d
,
given by the last theorem, will be called the extended discrete KdV hierarchy.
Theorem 4.3. The formal power series u(t∗∗, ε) and v(t
∗
∗, ε), given by (4.5), satisfy the extended
discrete KdV hierarchy.
Remark 4.4. According to our knowledge, the existence of an extra infinite sequence of flows,
commuting with the flows of the discrete KdV hierarchy, wasn’t known before. An interesting
problem is to find an explicit description of them.
Remark 4.5. We expect that for r ≥ 3 the intersection theory with the extended r-spin classes
is controlled by an extension of the discrete version of the corresponding higher Gelfand-Dickey
hierarchy.
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4.4. Proof of the main results. We split the proof of Theorems 4.1–4.3 in several steps. In
Section 4.4.1 we prove that the power series wα(t∗∗, ε) satisfy a system of evolutionary PDEs
whose right-hand sides are differential polynomials with a certain homogeneity property. We
call this system the hierarchy of topological type for the extended 2-spin theory. We also
determine explicitly the equations for ∂w
1
∂tβd
. In Section 4.4.2 we prove that the commutativity
of the flows ∂
∂t20
and ∂
∂t11
of the hierarchy of topological type allows to determine them uniquely
up to a certain rescaling parameter θ ∈ C and a differential operator X of the form X =
1 +
∑
g≥1Xg(ε∂x)
2g, Xg ∈ C. In Section 4.4.3 we compute θ and X , using a relation in the
cohomology group H4g(Mg,1,Q), found in [LP11]. Then in Section 4.4.4 we prove a lemma
that allows to reconstruct uniquely all the higher flows of both the hierarchy of topological type
and the discrete KdV hierarchy starting from the flow ∂
∂t20
. Finally, after the preliminary work,
done in Sections 4.4.1–4.4.4, we prove Theorems 4.1–4.3 in Section 4.4.5.
4.4.1. Step 1: hierarchy of topological type for the extended 2-spin theory. Introduce the con-
stants
Lg :=
∫
Mg,3
λgψ
2g
1 , g ≥ 0,
and the differential operator L := 1 +
∑
g≥1Lg(ε∂x)
2g. We know that [FP00, Theorem 2]
L =
iε∂x
eiε∂x/2 − e−iε∂x/2 = 1 +
ε2
24
∂2x +O(ε
4).
We define the degrees of the variables w1n and w
2
n to be
degw1n := 2, degw
2
n := 1.
Proposition 4.6. The formal power series wα(t∗∗, ε) satisfy a system of PDEs of the form
∂wα
∂tβd
= ∂xQ
α
β,d, Q
α
β,d ∈ Âev,[0]w1,w2, 1 ≤ α, β ≤ 2, d ≥ 0,(4.6)
where the differential polynomials Qαβ,d have the following properties:
Q11,d =
1
(d+ 1)!
L
(
(L−1w1)d+1
)
, Q12,d = 0,
Q21,0 = w
2, Q22,0
∣∣
ε=0
= −1
4
(w2)2 + w1, Q2β,d
∣∣
ε=0
w1=0
=
(w2)2d+β
(−2)d+β−1(2d+ β)!! ,
degQ2β,d = 2d+ β.
Proof. We begin with the following lemma.
Lemma 4.7. The partial cohomological field theory C2;σ,τg,n is semisimple at the origin.
Proof. Our partial CohFT defines the algebra structure on the tangent space T0V
ext with the
multiplication, given by e1 · ei = ei and e2 · e2 = τe1, (see part 4 of Proposition 3.4). This
algebra, considered as an algebra over the algebraic closure of the field of fractions of C[[σ, τ ]],
is clearly semisimple. 
Introduce formal variables w˜1, w˜2 and let
F σ,τ (t∗∗, ε) :=
∑
g,n≥0
ε2g
n!
∑
1≤α1,...,αn≤2
d1,...,dn≥0
(∫
Mg,n
C2;σ,τg,n (⊗ni=1eαi)
n∏
i=1
ψdii
)
n∏
i=1
tαidi ∈ C[[t∗∗, ε, σ, τ ]],
w˜α(t∗∗, ε, σ, τ) :=(η
τ )αµ
∂2F σ,τ
∂tµ0∂t
1
0
∈ C[[t∗∗, ε, σ, τ ]], α = 1, 2,
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and w˜αn(t
∗
∗, ε, σ, τ) := ∂
n
x w˜
α(t∗∗, ε, σ, τ). The string equation for F
σ,τ ,
∂F σ,τ
∂t10
=
∑
n≥0
tγn+1
∂F σ,τ
∂tγn
+
(t10)
2
2
+ τ
(t20)
2
2
+ Cε2, C ∈ C,
implies that
w˜αn(t
∗
∗, ε, σ, τ) = t
α
n + δ
α,1δn,1 +O((t
∗
∗)
2) +O(ε2),
where by O((t∗∗)
2) we denote a formal power series, which doesn’t contain linear and con-
stant terms in the variables tγq . Therefore, there exists a unique formal power series Q˜
α
β,d ∈
C[[(w˜γq − δγ,1δq,1), ε2, σ, τ ]] such that Q˜αβ,d
∣∣∣
w˜γq=w˜
γ
q (t∗∗,ε,σ,τ)
= (ητ )αµ ∂
2Fσ,τ
∂tµ0 ∂t
β
d
. Then the power se-
ries w˜α(t∗∗, ε, σ, τ) satisfy the system of PDEs
∂w˜α
∂tβd
= ∂xQ˜
α
β,d, 1 ≤ α, β ≤ 2, d ≥ 0.
On the other hand, we can consider the rescaled classes (3.11), which form a cohomological
field theory. By the previous lemma, this cohomological field theory is semisimple at the
origin and, therefore, by the result of [BPS12], there exists the corresponding Dubrovin-Zhang
hierarchy (also called the hierarchy of topological type). This means that after the rescaling
ε 7→ ε
√
1−(1−στ)−2
σ
−1
the functions Q˜αβ,d become differential polynomials of differential degree 0.
This implies that
Q˜αβ,d ∈ Âev,[0]w˜1,w˜2[[σ, τ ]].
Let
Qαβ,d := Q˜
α
β,d
∣∣∣σ=τ=0
w˜γn=w
γ
n
∈ Âev,[0]w1,w2.
Since w˜α(t∗∗, ε, σ, τ)|σ=τ=0 = wα(t∗∗, ε), we see that the series wα(t∗∗, ε) satisfy the system of
PDEs ∂w
α
∂tβd
= ∂xQ
α
β,d. Clearly, we have Q
α
β,d
∣∣
wγn=w
γ
n(t∗∗,ε)
= ∂F
α
∂tβd
.
Recall that
c2,extg,n+1(e
1 ⊗⊗ni=1eαi) =
{
λg, if α1 = α2 = . . . = αn = 1,
0, if αi = 2, for some i.
(4.7)
Therefore, w1(t∗∗, ε) =
∑
g,n≥0
ε2g
n!
∑
d1,...,dn≥0
(∫
Mg,n+2
λg
∏n
i=1 ψ
di
i+2
)∏n
i=1 t
1
di
. In [Bur15a, Sec-
tions 5.2, 5.3] the first author noticed that the power series w1(t∗∗, ε) satisfies the system of
PDEs
∂w1
∂t1d
=
1
(d+ 1)!
∂xL
(
(L−1w1)d+1
)
, d ≥ 0,
and, obviously, ∂w
1(t∗∗,ε)
∂t2d
= 0. Since wγq (t
∗
∗, ε) = t
γ
q + δ
γ,1δq,1 + O((t
∗
∗)
2) + O(ε2), any function of
the variables tγq , ε can be expressed as a function of the variables w
γ
q (t
∗
∗, ε) and ε in a unique
way. Therefore, Q11,d =
1
(d+1)!
L
(
(L−1w1)d+1
)
and Q12,d = 0.
Obviously, Qα1,0 = w
α. Using (4.4), we also compute Q22,0
∣∣
ε=0
= ∂F
2
∂v2
∣∣∣
vγ=wγ
= −1
4
(w2)2 + w1.
Formula (3.13) implies that
OF α =
5− α
2
F α, α = 1, 2, where O := ε
∂
∂ε
+
∑
d≥0
(
3− µ
2
− d
)
tµd
∂
∂tµd
.
Therefore, Owαn(t
∗
∗, ε) =
(
3−α
2
− n)wαn(t∗∗, ε), which gives the following expression for the oper-
ator O in the variables wαn :
O = ε
∂
∂ε
+
∑
n≥0
(
3− µ
2
− n
)
wµn
∂
∂wµn
.
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We further compute O ∂F
2
∂tβd
=
(
β
2
+ d
)
∂F 2
∂tβd
, which implies that(
ε
∂
∂ε
+
∑
n≥0
(
3− µ
2
− n
)
wµn
∂
∂wµn
)
Q2β,d =
(
β
2
+ d
)
Q2β,d
Q2β,d∈Â
[0]
w1,w2⇒
⇒
(∑
n≥0
3− µ
2
wµn
∂
∂wµn
)
Q2β,d =
(
β
2
+ d
)
Q2β,d.
The last equation gives the homogeneity condition degQ2β,d = 2d+ β.
It remains to compute Q2β,d
∣∣
ε=0
w1=0
=
∂F 20
∂tβd
∣∣∣t1∗=t2≥1=0
t20=w
2
. This can be easily proved to be equal
to (w
2)2d+β
(−2)d+β−1(2d+β)!!
by induction, using the topological recursion relation
∂2Fα0
∂tβd∂t
2
0
=
∂2Fα0
∂t20∂t
µ
0
∂Fµ0
∂tβd−1
[BCT17, Lemma 3.6] and formula (4.4). 
System (4.6) will be called the hierarchy of topological type for the extended 2-spin theory.
4.4.2. Step 2: analysis of the commutativity of the flows ∂
∂t20
and ∂
∂t11
. Denote by degw1 and degw2
the gradings with respect to the variables w1n and w
2
n, respectively. Since degQ
2
β,d = 2d+β, we
can decompose
Q2β,d =
d+[ β2 ]∑
k=0
Q2β,d,k, degw1 Q
2
β,d,k = 2k, degw2 Q
2
β,d,k = 2d+ β − 2k.
In particular, the differential polynomial Q22,0 has the form
Q22,0(w
1, w2, ε) = Q22,0,0(w
2, ε) +Xw1,
where X is a differential operator of the form
X = 1 +
∑
g≥1
Xg(ε∂x)
2g, Xg ∈ C.
Consider the flows ∂
∂t20
and ∂
∂t11
of the hierarchy of topological type (4.6):
∂w1
∂t20
= 0,
∂w1
∂t11
=
1
2
∂xL
(
(L−1w1)2
)
,
∂w2
∂t20
= ∂x
(
Q22,0,0 +Xw
1
)
,
∂w2
∂t11
= ∂x
(
Q21,1,0 +Q
2
1,1,1
)
.
Introduce a formal variable w with degree degwn := 1. After the Miura transformation
w1(u, w, ε) = Lu, w2(u, w, ε) = XLw
the flows ∂
∂t20
and ∂
∂t11
have the following form:
∂u
∂t20
= 0,
∂u
∂t11
= uux,(4.8)
∂w
∂t20
= ∂xQ(w, ε) + ux,
∂w
∂t11
= ∂x(C(w, ε) +B(u, w, ε)),(4.9)
where
Q,C ∈ Âev,[0]w , B ∈ Âev,[0]u,w ,(4.10)
Q = −1
4
w2 +O(ε2), C = −1
6
w3 +O(ε2), B = uw +O(ε2),(4.11)
degQ = 2, degC = degB = 3.(4.12)
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Proposition 4.8. Consider arbitrary differential polynomials Q,C ∈ Âev,[0]w and B ∈ Âev,[0]u,w ,
satisfying properties (4.11), (4.12). Then the flows ∂
∂t20
and ∂
∂t11
, given by (4.8), (4.9), commute
if and only if
Q = −1
4
(Rw)2
∣∣∣∣
ε 7→θε
,(4.13)
C =
[
−1
8
w(Rw)2 − 1
24
R−1
(
(Rw)3
)− ε2
32
Rw · ∂2xR((Rw)2)
]∣∣∣∣
ε 7→θε
,(4.14)
B =
[
1
2
uw +
1
2
R−1 (u · Rw) + ε
2
8
∂2xRu · Rw
]∣∣∣∣
ε 7→θε
,(4.15)
for some complex parameter θ.
Proof. Denote by Dtαd the operator of derivation along the flow
∂
∂tαd
, (α, d) = (2, 0), (1, 1), of
system (4.8), (4.9). We see that the difference Dt20Dt11w −Dt11Dt20w has the following form:
Dt20Dt11w −Dt11Dt20w = P1(w, ε) + P2(u, w, ε) + P3(u, ε),
where degw P1 = 4, degw P2 = 2 and degw P3 = 0. Therefore, the flows
∂
∂t20
and ∂
∂t11
commute if
and only if P1 = P2 = P3 = 0. Let us write these equations explicitly.
For P3 we have
P3 = ∂x [B(u, ux, ε)− uux] ,
which is equal to zero if and only if
B = uw + B˜(ux, w, ε), where(4.16)
B˜(u, w, ε) =
∑
g≥1
ε2g
∑
i+j=2g−1
b˜gi,juiwj, b˜
g
i,j ∈ C, and(4.17)
B˜(u, w, ε) = −B˜(w, u, ε).(4.18)
We assume now that these equations are satisfied.
Let us now compute the differential polynomial P2. For a differential polynomial f ∈ Âw we
use the following standard notation:
f∗ :=
∑
n≥0
∂f
∂wn
∂nx .
Note that, since degC = 3, we have C = 1
3
C∗w. For P2 we get the following expression:
P2 =∂x [C∗ux +B(u, ∂xQ, ε)−Q∗∂xB(u, w, ε)] =
=∂x
[
C∗ux + B˜(ux, ∂xQ, ε)−Q∗∂xB˜(ux, w, ε)−
∑
n≥0
n+1∑
i=1
(
n+ 1
i
)
∂Q
∂wn
uiwn+1−i
]
.
Therefore, P2 = 0 is and only if
C∗u =
∑
n≥0
n+1∑
i=1
(
n+ 1
i
)
∂Q
∂wn
ui−1wn+1−i +Q∗∂xB˜(u, w, ε)− B˜(u, ∂xQ, ε).(4.19)
Let us assume that this equation is satisfied.
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For P1 we then compute
P1 =∂x [C∗∂xQ−Q∗∂xC] = ∂x
[
C∗∂xQ− 1
3
Q∗∂x(C∗w)
]
=
=∂x
[∑
n≥0
n+1∑
i=1
(
n + 1
i
)
∂Q
∂wn
∂ixQ · wn+1−i +
2
3
Q∗∂xB˜(∂xQ,w, ε)
−1
3
Q∗∂x
∑
n≥0
n+1∑
i=1
(
n + 1
i
)
∂Q
∂wn
wi−1wn+1−i
]
.
Therefore, P1 = 0 if and only if
∑
n≥0
1≤i≤n+1
(
n + 1
i
)
∂Q
∂wn
∂ixQ · wn+1−i +
2
3
Q∗∂xB˜(∂xQ,w, ε)− 1
3
Q∗∂x
∑
n≥0
1≤i≤n+1
(
n+ 1
i
)
∂Q
∂wn
wi−1wn+1−i = 0.
(4.20)
As a result, P1 = P2 = P3 = 0 if and only if the differential polynomial B has the form (4.16)–
(4.18) and equations (4.19), (4.20) are satisfied.
Let us analyze formula (4.19). Substituting it in the equation
(
1
3
C∗w
)
∗
u− C∗u = 0, we get
(4.21)
1
3
∑
n,m≥0
1≤i≤n+1
∂2Q
∂wn∂wm
(
n+ 1
i
)
wi−1wn+1−ium+
∑
n≥0
1≤i≤n+1
(
1
3
(
n+ 2
i
)
−
(
n+ 1
i
))
∂Q
∂wn
ui−1wn+1−i
− 1
3
B˜(w, (∂xQ)∗u, ε) +
2
3
B˜(u, ∂xQ, ε)−Q∗∂xB˜(u, w, ε) = 0.
Lemma 4.9. Equation (4.21) determines differential polynomials Q and B˜ of the form
Q =− 1
4
w2 +
1
2
∑
g≥1
ε2g
∑
i+j=2g
qgi,jwiwj, q
g
i,j = q
g
j,i,
B˜ =
∑
g≥1
ε2g
∑
i+j=2g−1
b˜gi,juiwj, b˜
g
i,j = −b˜gj,i,
uniquely up to the rescaling ε 7→ θε for some complex number θ.
Proof. Let g ≥ 1. The coefficient of ε2g on the left-hand side of equation (4.21) has the form
M1(u, w; q
g
∗,∗, b˜
g
∗,∗) +M2(u, w; q
≤g−1
∗,∗ , b˜
≤g−1
∗,∗ ),
where the coefficients of the differential polynomial M1 depend on the coefficients q
g
i,j and b˜
g
i,j
linearly. Therefore, in order to prove the lemma, it is enough to check that the linear system
for the coefficients qgi,j and b˜
g
i,j , given by the equation M1 = 0, has one-dimensional space of
solutions for g = 1, and has only zero solution for g ≥ 2.
We compute
M1 =
∑
n+m=2g
1≤i≤n+1
qgn,m
(
1
3
(
n+ 1
i
)
wn+1−iwi−1um +
(
1
3
(
n+ 2
i
)
−
(
n+ 1
i
))
wmwn+1−iui−1
)(4.22)
+
∑
i+j=2g−1
b˜gi,j
(
1
6
wi∂
j+1
x (wu)−
1
6
ui∂
j+1
x (w
2) +
1
2
w∂x(uiwj)
)
,
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and equate all the coefficients of this differential polynomial to zero. The coefficient of ww2gu
is equal to −2g
3
qg2g,0 +
1
3
b˜g0,2g−1, which gives
b˜g0,2g−1 = 2g · qg2g,0.(4.23)
Taking the coefficient of wiwju, 1 ≤ i ≤ g, j = 2g − i, in (4.22), we get
1
6
qg2g,0
(
2g + 2
i+ 1
)
− 2g + 1
3
qgi,j +
1
12
(˜bgj,i−1 − b˜gj−1,i)−
1
6
b˜g0,2g−1
(
2g
i
)
= 0.
Taking the coefficient of wwiuj, 1 ≤ i ≤ g, j = 2g − i, in (4.22), we obtain
qg0,2g
(
1
3
(
2g + 2
i+ 1
)
−
(
2g + 1
i
))
+ qgi,j
2g + 1
3
+
(
1
3
b˜gj−1,i +
1
6
b˜gj,i−1
)
+
1
6
(
2g
i
)
b˜g0,2g−1 = 0.
Summing the last two equations, we get
qg0,2g
(
1
2
(
2g + 2
i+ 1
)
−
(
2g + 1
i
))
+
1
4
(˜bgj,i−1 + b˜
g
j−1,i) = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ g, j = 2g − i,
which allows to compute all the coefficients b˜gi,j in terms of q
g
0,2g:
b˜gi,j =
(
2
(
2g
i+ 1
)
− 2
(
2g
i
)
+ (−1)i+1(2g − 2)
)
sg0,2g, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2g − 1, j = 2g − 1− i.
(4.24)
For the coefficients qgi,j we then get
qgi,j =
1
2g + 1
((
2g
i− 1
)
+
(
2g
i+ 1
)
− g
(
2g
i
)
+ (−1)i+1(g − 1)
)
qg0,2g, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2g − 1, j = 2g − i.
(4.25)
It is now easy to see that if g = 1 and equations (4.23), (4.24) and (4.25) are satisfied, then
M1 = 0. Suppose g ≥ 2. Using equations (4.23), (4.24) and (4.25), we compute that the
coefficient of wxw2g−2ux in M1 is equal to
−(g + 1)(4g
2 − 7g + 2)
3
qg0,2g.
Since the quadratic polynomial 4g2−7g+2 doesn’t have integer roots, we conclude that qg0,2g = 0
and, hence, all the coefficients qgi,j and b˜
g
i,j are equal to zero. The lemma is proved. 
It remains to prove that for the differential polynomials Q, C and B, given by formu-
las (4.13), (4.14) and (4.15), the flows ∂
∂t20
and ∂
∂t11
, given by system (4.8), (4.9), commute.
Without loss of generality we can assume that θ = 1.
First, we have to check that the differential polynomial B satisfies properties (4.16)–(4.18).
We have
B˜(ux, w, ε) = B(u, w, ε)− uw = −1
2
uw +
1
2
R−1 (u · Rw) + ε
2
8
∂2xRu · Rw.(4.26)
In order to check the skew-symmetry of B˜(u, w, ε) we compute
RB˜(wx, wx, ε) = −1
4
∂xR(w
2) +
1
2
∂xRw · w + 1
16
ε2∂xR (∂xRw · ∂xRw) .(4.27)
Lemma 4.10. We have the following identity in the ring Âu,v:
Λ− 1
Λ + 1
(
uv +
Λ− 1
Λ + 1
u · Λ− 1
Λ + 1
v
)
=
Λ− 1
Λ + 1
u · v + u · Λ− 1
Λ + 1
v.(4.28)
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Proof. Applying the operator Λ + 1 to the both sides of (4.28), we come to the following
equivalent identity:
(Λ− 1)
(
uv +
Λ− 1
Λ + 1
u · Λ− 1
Λ + 1
v
)
= (Λ + 1)
(
Λ− 1
Λ + 1
u · v + u · Λ− 1
Λ + 1
v
)
⇔
⇔Λu · Λv + ΛΛ− 1
Λ + 1
u · ΛΛ− 1
Λ + 1
v − uv − Λ− 1
Λ + 1
u · Λ− 1
Λ + 1
v =
= Λ
Λ− 1
Λ + 1
u · Λv + Λu · ΛΛ− 1
Λ + 1
v +
Λ− 1
Λ + 1
u · v + u · Λ− 1
Λ + 1
v.
Expressing Λ−1
Λ+1
u = u− 2
Λ+1
u, we come to the following equation:
2Λ
Λ + 1
u · 2Λ
Λ + 1
v −
(
2u− 2
Λ + 1
u
)(
2v − 2
Λ + 1
v
)
= 0,
which is clearly true. 
Recall thatR = 2(Λ−1)
iε∂x(Λ+1)
. Using identity (4.28), we then obtain ∂xR
(
w2 − ε2
4
∂xRw · ∂xRw
)
=
2∂xRw ·w, which immediately implies that the right-hand side of (4.27) is equal to zero. There-
fore, B˜(u, w, ε) = −B˜(w, u, ε).
Then we need to check equations (4.19) and (4.20). Let us begin with equation (4.19).
Lemma 4.11. For Q = −1
4
(Rw)2 we have
∑
n≥0
n+1∑
i=1
(
n+ 1
i
)
∂Q
∂wn
ui−1wn+1−i = −1
2
Rw ·
(
Ru · w + ε
2
4
∂xR(Ru · ∂xRw)
)
.(4.29)
Proof. We compute
∑
n≥0
n+1∑
i=1
(
n+ 1
i
)
∂Q
∂wn
uiwn+1−i =Q∗∂x(uw)− u · ∂xQ = −1
2
Rw · (∂xR(uw)− u · ∂xRw) by eq.(4.28)=
=− 1
2
Rw ·
(
∂xRu · w + ε
2
4
∂xR(∂xRu · ∂xRw)
)
,
which proves the lemma. 
The last lemma allows to compute the first term on the right-hand side of (4.19). We compute
the second term in the following way:
Q∗∂xB˜(u, w, ε) =Q∗
(
B˜(ux, w, ε)− B˜(wx, u, ε)
)
by eq.(4.26)
=
=− 1
2
Rw ·
(
1
2
u · Rw + ε
2
8
R
(
∂2xRu ·Rw
)− 1
2
Ru · w − ε
2
8
R
(
Ru · ∂2xRw
))
.(4.30)
By (4.26), the third term on the right-hand side of (4.19) is equal to
−1
4
[
−1
2
u · (Rw)2 + 1
2
R−1
(
Ru · (Rw)2)+ ε2
8
Ru · ∂2xR
(
(Rw)2
)]
.(4.31)
On the other hand, we have
C∗u = −1
8
u·(Rw)2−1
4
w·Ru·Rw−1
8
R−1
(
Ru · (Rw)2)− ε2
32
Ru·∂2xR
(
(Rw)2
)− ε2
16
Rw·∂2xR(Ru·Rw),
which is equal to the sum of expressions (4.29), (4.30) and (4.31).
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Let us now check equation (4.20). Using Lemma 4.11 and formula (4.26), we compute the
left-hand side of (4.20):
− 1
2
Rw · [∂xR(w ·Q)− ∂xRw ·Q]
− 1
3
Rw · ∂xR
[
−1
2
w ·Q + 1
2
R−1(Rw ·Q) + ε
2
8
Rw · ∂2xRQ
]
+
1
6
Rw · ∂xR
[
−1
2
Rw ·
(
w · Rw + ε
2
4
∂xR(∂xRw ·Rw)
)]
,
which can be easily seen to be equal to zero. This completes the proof of the proposition. 
We see that in order to determine the differential polynomials Q22,0 and Q
2
1,1 it remains to
compute the operator X and the parameter θ. This will be done in the next section.
4.4.3. Step 3: computation of the operator X and the parameter θ. For a differential operatorK
of the form
K = 1 +
∑
g≥1
Kg(ε∂x)
2g, Kg ∈ C,
denote
K̂(z) := 1 +
∑
g≥1
Kgz
2g.
Introduce the constants I1,g, I2,g, g ≥ 0, and the corresponding generating series I1(z), I2(z) by
I1,g :=
∫
Mg,3
c2,extg,3 (e
2 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1)ψ2g3 , I1(z) := 1 +
∑
g≥1
I1,gz
2g,
I2,g :=
∫
Mg,3
c2,extg,3 (e
2 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1)ψ2g2 , I2(z) := 1 +
∑
g≥1
I2,gz
2g.
In order to find power series X̂(z), I1(z) and I2(z), we will find three relations between them.
From the string equation for the functions F α,
∂F α
∂t10
=
∑
n≥0
tγn+1
∂F α
∂tγn
+ tα0 ,
it follows that
wαk (t
∗
∗, ε) =
{
δk,1 +
∑
g≥0 ε
2gLgt
1
2g+k +O((t
∗
∗)
2), if α = 1,∑
g≥0 ε
2gI2,gt
2
2g+k +O((t
∗
∗)
2), if α = 2,
∂w2(t∗∗, ε)
∂t20
=1 +
∑
g≥0
ε2gI1,gt
1
2g+1 +O((t
∗
∗)
2).
Since the functions wα(t∗∗, ε) satisfy the equation
∂w2
∂t20
= ∂x(Q
2
2,0,0(w
2, ε)+Xw1) and degQ22,0,0 =
2, we obtain
I1 = X̂ · L̂.(4.32)
Using the dilaton equation for the functions F α,
∂F α
∂t11
= ε
∂F α
∂ε
+
∑
n≥0
tγn
∂F α
∂tγn
− F α,
we get
∂w2(t∗∗, ε)
∂t11
=
∑
g≥0
ε2g(2g + 1)I2,gt
2
2g +O((t
∗
∗)
2).
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Since the functions wα(t∗∗, ε) satisfy the equation
∂w2
∂t11
= ∂x(Q
2
1,1,0 +Q
2
1,1,1), we obtain∑
g≥0
(2g + 1)I2,gz
2g =
(∑
g≥0
z2gCoefε2gw1xw22g∂xQ
2
1,1,1
)
I2(z).(4.33)
Denote
Rθ := R|ε 7→θε, Tθ :=
√
Rθ.
Proposition 4.8 implies that
Q21,1,1 = XLB
(
L−1w1, (XL)−1w2, ε
)
.
Note that the differential polynomial TθB(u, T
−1
θ w, ε) has the form
TθB(u, T
−1
θ w, ε) =
1
2
Tθ
(
u · T−1θ w
)
+
1
2
T−1θ (u · Tθw) +
θ2ε2
8
Tθ
(
∂2xRθu · Tθw
)
=
=uw + P (u, w, ε),
where ∂P
∂u
= ∂P
∂ux
= 0. From this we conclude that
Coefε2gw1xw22g∂xQ
2
1,1,1 =Coefε2gw1xw22g
[
∂xT
−1
θ XL
(
w1 · (XL)−1Tθw2
)]
=
=Coefz2g
[
d
dz
(
zT̂−1θ X̂L̂
)(
X̂L̂
)−1
T̂θ
]
by eq.(4.32)
=
=Coefz2g
[
d
dz
(
zT̂−1θ I1
)
I−11 T̂θ
]
.
Substituting this formula in (4.33), we get I2 + z
d
dz
I2 =
d
dz
(
zT̂−1θ I1
)
I−11 T̂θI2, which implies
that z d
dz
log (I2) = z
d
dz
log
(
T̂−1θ I1
)
and, hence,
I2 = T̂
−1
θ · I1.(4.34)
In order to find a third relation between the power series X̂ , I1 and I2, we will use a certain
relation in the cohomology of the moduli space of curves, found in [LP11]. For decompositions
{1, 2, . . . , n} = I ⊔ J and g = g1 + g2 denote
∆g1,g2I,J :=Mg1,|I|+1 ×Mg2,|J |+1,
where the marked points on curves fromMg1,|I|+1 are labelled by the numbers from I∪{n+1};
and the marked points on curves fromMg2,|J |+1 are labelled by the numbers from J ∪ {n+ 2}.
Denote by
ιg1,g2I,J : ∆
g1,g2
I,J →Mg,n
the gluing map, which identifies the marked points labelled by n + 1 and n + 2. In [LP11,
Theorem 0.1] the authors proved the following relation in the cohomology of Mg,1:
ψ2g1 =
∑
g1+g2=g
g1,g2≥1
∑
a+b=2g−1
(−1)a g2
g
(
ιg1,g2{1},∅
)
∗
(
ψa2ψ
b
3
) ∈ H4g(Mg,1,Q), g ≥ 1.
Pulling back this relation via the forgetful mapMg,n →Mg,1, we obtain an analagous relation
in the cohomology of Mg,n:
ψ2g1 =
∑
g1+g2=g
∑
I⊔J={1,...,n}
1∈I
2g1+|I|−1>0
2g2+|J |−1>0
∑
a+b=2g−1
(−1)a g2
g
(
ιg1,g2I,J
)
∗
(
ψan+1ψ
b
n+2
) ∈ H4g(Mg,n,Q), g, n ≥ 1.(4.35)
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Multiplying the both sides of this relation, for n = 3, by c2,extg,3 (e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e2) and integrating
over Mg,3 we get
z
d
dz
I1 = −I1z d
dz
L̂+ z
d
dz
(
I22
)− (L̂− 1) z d
dz
I1 ⇒
⇒I22 = L̂ · I1.(4.36)
Relations (4.32), (4.34) and (4.36) imply that
I1 =
2(eiθz − 1)
θ(eiz/2 − e−iz/2)(eiθz + 1) ,
I2 =
iz
eiz/2 − e−iz/2
√
2
iθz
eiθz − 1
eiθz + 1
= 1 +
1 + θ2
24
z2 +O(z4),
X̂ =
2
iθz
eiθz − 1
eiθz + 1
.
In order to determine θ, we compute
I2,1 =
∫
M1,3
c2,ext1,3 (e
2 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1)ψ22 =
∫
M1,2
c2,ext1,2 (e
2 ⊗ e2)ψ2 =
=
∫
M1,2
c2,ext1,2 (e
2 ⊗ e2)
(
1
24
ι◦∗(1) +
(
ι0,1{1,2},∅
)
∗
(1)
)
eq. 3.14
=
1
12
,
where ι◦ : M0,4 →M1,2 is the gluing map. Therefore, θ2 = 1 and
X̂ =
2
iz
eiz − 1
eiz + 1
.
As a result of this and the previous sections, we obtain the following statement.
Proposition 4.12. After the Miura transformation
u(w1, w2, ε) = L−1w1, v(w1, w2, ε) = L−1w2
the flows ∂
∂t20
and ∂
∂t11
of the hierarchy of topological type (4.6) are given by
∂u
∂t20
=0,
∂v
∂t20
=− 1
4
∂xR
(
v2 − 4u)
and
∂u
∂t11
=uux,
∂v
∂t11
=∂x
[
−v
3
24
+
1
2
uv − 1
8
R
(
R−1v · (v2 − 4u))− ε2
32
R
(
v · ∂2xR(v2 − 4u)
)]
.
4.4.4. Step 4: uniqueness of higher flows. The following lemma is crucial for reconstruction of
higher flows of the hierarchy of topological type and the extended discrete KdV hierarchy.
Lemma 4.13. Let Q(w, ε) = −w2
4
+ O(ε) ∈ Â[0]w , degQ = 2 and d ≥ 3. Let us also fix a non-
zero complex constant C. Suppose that there exists a differential polynomial P (u, w, ε) ∈ Â[0]u,w,
satisfying
P |ε=0
u=0
= Cwd, degP = d,
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such that the flows ∂
∂t
and ∂
∂τ
, given by
∂u
∂t
= 0,
∂u
∂τ
=
{
0, if d is even,
∂x
u(d+1)/2
((d+1)/2)!
, if d is odd,
∂w
∂t
= ∂xQ + ux,
∂w
∂τ
= ∂xP,
commute. Then such a differential polynomial P is unique.
Proof. We begin with the following lemma which is a close analog of Lemma 2.4 in [Bur15a].
Lemma 4.14. Let f(w, ε) = w
2
2
+ O(ε) ∈ Â[0]w and q0(w) ∈ C[[w]]. Suppose that there exists
a differential polynomial q(w, ε) ∈ Â[0]w , satisfying q(w, ε) = q0(w) + O(ε), such that the flows
∂w
∂t
= ∂xf and
∂w
∂τ
= ∂xq commute. Then such a differential polynomial q is unique.
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Lemma 2.4 in [Bur15a]. The commutativity of
the flows ∂
∂t
and ∂
∂τ
means that (∂xq)∗∂xf − (∂xf)∗∂xq = 0. We claim that, using this equation,
we can reconstruct all the coefficients of the ε-expansion of q term by term. In order to prove
that each coefficient is determined uniquely, it is enough to show that if qd ∈ A[d]w , d ≥ 1, and
(∂xqd)∗(wwx)− (wwx)∗∂xqd = 0,(4.37)
then qd = 0.
The left-hand side of (4.37) is equal to ∂x ((qd)∗(wwx)− w∂xqd) and, therefore, (qd)∗(wwx)−
w∂xqd = 0. We decompose qd =
∑
λ∈Pd
qd,λ(w)wλ, where Pd is the set of all partitions of d,
wλ :=
∏l(λ)
i=1 wλi and qd,λ ∈ C[[w]]. Let us consider the lexicographical order on monomials wλ,
λ ∈ Pd. We have
(qd,λwλ)∗(wwx)− w∂x(qd,λwλ) =
(
m1(λ) +
∑
i≥2
(i+ 1)mi(λ)
)
qd,λwλwx +
monomials
with lower
lexicographical order
,
(4.38)
wheremi(λ) := ♯{1 ≤ j ≤ l(λ)|λj = i}. Suppose that qd 6= 0. Then choose the lexicographically
maximal λ such that qd,λ 6= 0. By (4.38), (qd)∗(wwx) − w∂xqd is equal to the sum of the term(
m1(λ) +
∑
i≥2(i+ 1)mi(λ)
)
qd,λwλwx and monomials of lower order. Since m1(λ) +
∑
i≥2(i+
1)mi(λ) 6= 0, we get a contradiction, which proves the lemma. 
Let us now prove Lemma 4.13. We decompose P (u, w, ε) =
∑[d/2]
i=0 Pd(u, w, ε), where degu Pi =
2i and degw Pi = d − 2i. Denote by Dt and Dτ the operators of derivation along the flows ∂∂t
and ∂
∂τ
, respectively. We then compute
DtDτw −DτDtw = ∂x
[(d+1)/2]∑
k=0
Lk(u, w, ε), where
Lk(u, w, ε) =
∑
n≥0
(
∂Pk
∂wn
∂n+1x Q+
∂Pk−1
∂wn
∂n+1x u−
∂Q
∂wn
∂n+1x Pk
)
− δk,(d+1)/2∂x u
[(d+1)/2]
[(d+ 1)/2]!
.
Here we adopt the convention Pi := 0, if i < 0 or i > [d/2]. Note that degu Lk = 2k and
degw Lk = d+ 1− 2k. Since the flows ∂∂t and ∂∂τ commute, we obtain that Lk = 0 for all k.
Let us prove that the equations Lk = 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ [d/2], determine the differential polynomi-
als Pk uniquely. By Lemma 4.14, the equation L0 = 0 determines P0 uniquely. Suppose that
1 ≤ k ≤ [d/2] and that we have already determined Pk−1. We have to prove that if R ∈ Â[0]u,w
satisfies the properties deguR = 2k, degw R = d− 2k and
∑
n≥0
(
∂R
∂wn
∂n+1x Q− ∂Q∂wn∂n+1x R
)
= 0,
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then R = 0. Considering the ε-expansion of R, it is easy to see that it is enough to show that
if r ∈ A[p]u,w, p ≥ 0, satisfies degu r = 2k, degw r = d− 2k and∑
n≥0
∂r
∂wn
∂nx (wwx)− w∂xr = 0,(4.39)
then r = 0.
Suppose that r 6= 0. Let us then decompose
r =
∑
λ=(λ1,...,λk)
λ1≥...≥λk≥0
|λ|≤p
rλ(w)uλ, rλ ∈ A[p−|λ|]w ,
and choose the maximal e such that rλ 6= 0 for some λ with |λ| = e. Then∑
n≥0
∂r
∂wn
∂nx (wwx)− w∂xr =
∑
|λ|=e
(−wrλ∂xuλ) +
∑
|λ|≤e
fλ(w)uλ,(4.40)
for some fλ ∈ A[p+1−|λ|]w . The right-hand side of (4.40) is clearly not equal to zero, which
contradicts equation (4.39). The lemma is proved. 
4.4.5. Step 5: proof of Theorems 4.1–4.3. Let us first prove Theorem (4.1). By Propositions 4.6
and 4.12, the Miura transformation
u(w1, w2, ε) = L−1w1, v(w1, w2, ε) = L−1w2(4.41)
transforms the flows ∂
∂t2d
of the hierarchy of topological type (4.6) to a system of the form
∂u
∂t2d
= 0,
∂v
∂t2d
= ∂xQ˜
2
2,d, Q˜
2
2,d ∈ Â[0]u,v,
satisfying
Q˜22,0 = −
1
4
R(v2 − 4u), deg Q˜22,d = 2d+ 2, Q˜22,d
∣∣∣
ε=0
u=0
=
v2d+2
(−4)d+1(d+ 1)! .
On the other hand, the equations of the discrete KdV hierarchy (4.2) have the form
∂u
∂τd
= 0,
∂v
∂τd
= ∂xDK2,d, DK2,d ∈ Â[0]u,v,
and satisfy the properties DK2,0 = Q˜
2
2,0, deg DK2,d = deg Q˜
2
2,d = 2d+ 2.
Let us check that DK2,d|ε=0
u=0
= v
2d+2
(−4)d+1(d+1)!
. Note that for any f, g ∈ Au,v and m,n ≥ 0 we
have
(iε)−1[fΛm, gΛn] = (mf∂xg − ng∂xf +O(ε))Λm+n.
Therefore,
∂xDK2,d| ε=0
u∗=0
=
(
(iε)−1
2d
(2d+ 1)!!
CoefΛ
[
(Λ2 + vΛ)
d+1/2
+ ,Λ
2 + vΛ
])∣∣∣∣
ε=0
=
=
2d
(2d+ 1)!!
(−v)∂xCoefz0
(
(z2 + vz)d+1/2
)
=
=
2d
(2d+ 1)!!
(−v)∂x
(
(−1)d(2d− 1)!!
23d+1d!
v2d+1
)
=
=∂x
v2d+2
(−4)d+1(d+ 1)! .
Thus, DK2,d|ε=0
u=0
= Q˜22,d
∣∣∣
ε=0
u=0
and, by Lemma 4.13, Q˜22,d = DK2,d, which proves Theorem 4.1.
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Let us prove Theorem 4.2. We have just proved that after the Miura transformation (4.41)
the flows ∂
∂t2d
of the hierarchy of topological type (4.6) coincide with the flows of the discrete
KdV hierarchy. The flows ∂
∂t1d
then give extra commuting flows for the discrete KdV hierarchy
and, by Proposition 4.6, they satisfy the requirements from Part 1 of Theorem 4.2. The
uniqueness of these extra flows is guaranteed by Lemma 4.13. The formula for DK1,1 follows
from Proposition 4.12.
After what we have done, Theorem 4.3 becomes obvious, because, as we have just explained,
the extended discrete KdV hierarchy coincides with the hierarchy of topological type (4.6),
transformed by the Miura transformation (4.41).
5. DR hierarchy for the extended 2-spin theory
In this section we briefly explain how to extend to the context of F-CohFT the construction
of the double ramification hierarchy, traditionally associated with (partial) CohFTs. The idea
is to work directly with the evolutionary PDEs (vector fields on the formal loop space, see
for instance [BDGR16b, Ros17]) instead of Hamiltonians and Poisson structure that are lost
when passing to F-CohFTs. We then apply these constructions to this paper’s main example
of F-CohFT, namely the extended 2-spin theory, computing the DR hierarchy explicitly.
5.1. DR hierarchy for F-CohFTs. Let cg,n+1 : V
∗ ⊗ V ⊗n → Heven(Mg,n+1,C) be any F-
CohFT and DRg(a1, . . . , an) ∈ H2g(Mg,n,Q), where (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Zn, be the double ramifi-
cation cycle. Recall that, by Hain’s formula [Hai13] (and the result of [MW13]) for the DR
cycle on the moduli of curves of compact type, and the vanishing of λg on its complement
in Mg,n, the cohomology class λgDRg(−
∑n
j=1 aj , a1, . . . , an) ∈ H4g(Mg,n+1,Q) is a degree 2g
homogeneous polynomial in the coefficients a1, . . . , an.
Consider formal variables u1, . . . , udimV . The double ramification hierarchy is the infinite
system of PDEs
∂uα
∂tβd
= ∂xP
α
β,d, 1 ≤ α, β ≤ dimV, d ≥ 0,(5.1)
where
P αβ,d :=
∑
g≥0, n≥0
2g+n>0
k1,...,kn≥0
ε2g
n!
Coef(a1)k1 ...(an)kn
(∫
DRg(−
∑n
j=1 aj ,0,a1,...,an)
λgψ
d
2cg,n+2(e
α ⊗ eβ ⊗⊗nj=1eαj )
)
n∏
j=1
u
αj
kj
.
We have the following result.
Theorem 5.1. All the equations of the DR hierarchy (5.1) are compatible with each other,
namely
∂
∂tβ2d2
(
∂uα
∂tβ1d1
)
=
∂
∂tβ1d1
(
∂uα
∂tβ2d2
)
for any 1 ≤ α, β1, β2 ≤ dim V , d1, d2 ≥ 0.
Proof. The proof mirrors closely the one for commutativity of the Hamiltonians for the DR
hierarchy of a genuine CohFT, see [Bur15b, Section 4]. For a subset I = {i1, i2, . . .} ⊂
{1, 4, . . . , n + 3}, i1 < i2 < . . ., n ≥ 0, let AI := (ai1 , ai2 , . . .). For I, J ⊂ {1, 4, . . . , n + 3}
with I ⊔J = {1, 4, . . . , n+3}, and for g1, g2 > 0 with g1+ |I| > 0, g2+ |J | > 0, let us denote by
DRg1(02, AI , k)⊠ DRg2(03, AJ ,−k) the cycle in Mg1+g2,n+3 obtained by gluing the two double
ramification cycles at the marked points labeled by the integer k. Here, by slight abuse of
notation, 0i indicates a coefficient 0 at the marked point i and the coefficient aj , for j ∈ I or
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j ∈ J , is attached to the marked point j. Then, for any g, n ≥ 0,∑
I,J⊂{1,4,...,n+3}
I⊔J={1,4,...,n+3}
k∈Z, g1≥0, g2≥0
g1+g2=g
g1+|I|, g2+|J |>0
λg k DRg1(02, AI , k)⊠ DRg2(03, AJ ,−k) = 0.
One then needs to intersect this relation with the class ψd12 ψ
d2
3 cg,n+3(e
α1 ⊗ ⊗n+3i=2 eαi), where as
usual the covector eα1 is attached to the marked point 1 and each vector eαi is attached to the
marked point i. Thanks to the gluing axiom of the F-CohFT and forming the corresponding
generating functions, depending on whether, in the above sum, the marked point 1 belongs to
the subset I or J , we obtain the left-hand side or minus the right-hand side of the equation in
the statement of theorem. 
We also have the following property that will be important for the computation of the DR
hierarchy for the extended 2-spin theory in the next section.
Lemma 5.2. We have
∂P α1,1
∂uβ
= DP αβ,0,
where D := ε ∂
∂ε
+
∑
n≥0 u
γ
n
∂
∂uγn
.
Proof. The proof is again similar to the proof of the analogous equation for the Hamiltonian
DR hierarchy (see [Bur15b, Section 4.2.5]) and based on the equation
∂P α1,1
∂uβ
=
∑
g,n≥0
k1,...,kn≥0
ε2g
n!
Coef(a1)k1 ...(an)kn
(∫
DRg(−
∑
aj ,0,0,a1,...,an)
λgψ3cg,n+3(e
α ⊗ eβ ⊗ e1 ⊗⊗nj=1eαj )
)
n∏
j=1
u
αj
kj
together with the property π∗ψ3 = 2g + n, where π : Mg,n+3 → Mg,n+2 is the forgetful map,
that forgets the third marked point. 
We end this section by remarking that several results and properties of the Hamiltonian DR
hierarchy of a (partial) CohFT [BR16] have an analogue for the DR hierarchy of an F-CohFT.
In particular the string equation and recursion for the higher symmetries in terms of the flow ∂
∂t11
can be proved for F-CohFTs, providing a far-reaching generalization of integrable systems of
DR type [BDGR16b] to the non-Hamiltonian context. This will be the topic of a forthcoming
paper.
5.2. DR hierarchy for the extended 2-spin theory. Consider the DR hierarchy for the
extended 2-spin theory:
∂uα
∂tβd
= ∂xP
α
β,d(u
1, u2, ε), 1 ≤ α, β ≤ 2, d ≥ 0.(5.2)
Theorem 5.3. The DR hierarchy (5.2) is related to the extended discrete KdV hierarchy by
the Miura transformation
u(u1, u2, ε) = u1, v(u1, u2, ε) =
√
Ru2.
Proof. In Section 4.4.5 we proved that the extended discrete KdV hierarchy is related to the
hierarchy of topological type by the Miura transformation (4.41). Therefore, we have to prove
that the DR hierarchy is related to the hierarchy of topological type by the Miura transformation
w1(u1, u2, ε) = Lu1, w2(u1, u2, ε) = L
√
Ru2.
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Because of formula (4.7), we have P 12,d = 0 and P
1
1,d =
(u1)d+1
(d+1)!
. Let deg u1n := 2 and deg u
2
n := 1,
then from the definition of the DR hierarchy and the degree formula (3.13) it follows that
deg P 2β,d = 2d+ β. Consider the decomposition
P 2β,d =
d+[ β2 ]∑
k=0
P 2β,d,k, degu1 P
2
β,d,k = 2k, degu2 P
2
β,d,k = 2d+ β − 2k.
We see that the flows ∂
∂t20
and ∂
∂t11
of the DR hierarchy have the following form:
∂u1
∂t20
= 0,
∂u1
∂t11
= u1u1x,(5.3)
∂u2
∂t20
= ∂x
(
P 22,0,0 + Tu
1
)
,
∂u2
∂t11
= ∂x
(
P 21,1,0 + P
2
1,1,1
)
,(5.4)
where T is a differential operator of the form
T = 1 +
∑
g≥1
Tg(ε∂x)
2g, Tg ∈ C.
Clearly, the Miura transformation
u1(u, w, ε) = u, u2(u, w, ε) = Tw(5.5)
transforms system (5.3), (5.4) to a system of the form (4.8), (4.9), satisfying properties (4.10)–
(4.12). Therefore, we can apply Proposition 4.8 and conclude that the differential polyno-
mials Q, C and B are given by formulas (4.13)–(4.15). Let us now check that the unknown
complex parameter θ from Proposition 4.8 is equal to ±1.
Lemma 5.4. We have
T1 =
1
24
, Coefε2P
2
2,0,0 = −
1
48
(
2u2u2xx + (u
2
x)
2
)
.
Proof. We compute
T1 =Coefa2
∫
DR1(a,−a,0)
λ1c
2,ext
1,3 (e
2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2) =
∫
M1,2
λ1c
2,ext
1,2 (e
2 ⊗ e2) =
=
1
24
∫
M1,2
ι◦∗(1)c
2,ext
1,2 (e
2 ⊗ e2) eq. (3.14)= − 1
12
∫
M0,4
c2,ext0,4 (e
2 ⊗ e⊗32 ) =
1
24
,
where we denote by ι◦ : M0,4 →M1,2 the gluing map.
For the second equation of the lemma we do the following computation:∫
DR1(a1,a2,a3,0)
λ1c
2,ext
1,4 (e
2 ⊗ e⊗32 ) by Hain’s formula=
=
∑
a2i
2
[∫
M1,4
λ1ψ1c
2,ext
1,4 (e
2 ⊗ e⊗32 )−
(∫
M1,2
λ1c
2,ext
1,2 (e
2 ⊗ e2)
)(∫
M0,4
c2,ext0,4 (e
2 ⊗ e⊗32 )
)]
=
=− a
2
2 + a
2
3 + a2a3
24
,
which gives
Coefε2P
2
2,0,0
∣∣
u2k=
∑
n∈Z(in)
kp2ne
inx =−
1
2
∑
a2,a3∈Z
(
−a
2
2 + a
2
3 + a2a3
24
)
p2a2p
2
a3
ei(a2+a3)x =
= − 1
48
(
2u2u2xx + (u
2
x)
2
)∣∣∣∣
u2k=
∑
n∈Z(in)
kp2ne
inx
.

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By this lemma,
T = 1 +
ε2
24
∂2x +O(ε
4), P 22,0,0 = −
1
4
(u2)2 − ε
2
48
(
2u2u2xx + (u
2
x)
2
)
+O(ε4),
which implies that Q = −1
4
w2 − ε2
24
wwxx +O(ε
4). Therefore, θ2 = 1.
Let us now prove that T =
√
R. By Lemma 5.2,
∂P 21,1
∂u2
= DP 22,0, and, in particular,
∂P 21,1,1
∂u2
= DTu1.
Since
P 21,1,1 =
1
2
T
(
u1 · T−1u2)+ 1
2
TR−1
(
u1 ·RT−1u2)+ ε2
8
T
(
∂2xRu
1 · RT−1u2) ,
we get the relation
1
2
Tu1 +
1
2
TR−1u1 +
(ε∂x)
2
8
TRu1 = DTu1,
which can be equivalently written as
dT̂
dz
=
1
z
(
−1
2
+
1
2
R̂−1 +
z2
8
R̂
)
T̂ .
This ordinary differential equation for the formal power series T̂ (z) ∈ C[[z]] has a unique solu-
tion, satisfying the initial condition T̂ (0) = 1, and one can quickly check that the function
√
R̂
satisfies this equation. Thus, T =
√
R.
We see that after the Miura transformations w1(u, w, ε) = Lu, w2(u, w, ε) = RLw and (5.5)
the flow ∂
∂t20
of both the hierarchy of topological type and the DR hierarchy has the form
∂u
∂t20
=0,
∂w
∂t20
=− 1
4
∂x
(
(Rw)2 − 4u) .
For both hierarchies we have ∂u
∂t1d
= ∂x
ud+1
(d+1)!
and ∂u
∂t2d
= 0. The dispersionless parts of the
hierarchies coincide and degQ2β,d = degP
2
β,d = 2d+β. Therefore, by Lemma 4.13, the hierarchy
of topological type and the DR hierarchy coincide in the coordinates u, w. This completes the
proof of the theorem. 
6. Extended 2-spin theory and open Hodge integrals
In [PST14, ST, Tes15] the authors initiated the study of the intersection theory on the moduli
space Mg,k,l of Riemann surfaces with boundary of genus g with k boundary marked points
and l internal marked points. Recall that a closed Riemann surface is not considered as a
Riemann surface with boundary and the genus of a Riemann surface with boundary is defined
as the genus of its double. Moreover, in these works the authors constructed the integrals∫
Mg,k,l
ψd11 ψ
d2
2 . . . ψ
dl
l(6.1)
of the monomials in the psi-classes, attached to the internal marked points.
In [BCT17, Section 5.2] the authors observed the following relation, which they called the
open-closed correspondence:∫
M0,k,l
l∏
i=1
ψdii = (2
√−1)k−1
∫
M0,l+k+1
c2,ext0,l+k+1(e
2 ⊗ e⊗l1 ⊗ e⊗k2 )
l∏
i=1
ψdii+1.(6.2)
The authors of [BCT17] also proposed the idea that there should be a higher genus general-
ization of this correspondence, where the insertion e2 corresponds to a boundary component
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of a Riemann surface with boundary and the insertion e2 corresponds to a boundary marked
point. To be more precise, the intersection number with a genus g generalization of the class
c2,ext0,l+k+1(e
2 ⊗ e⊗l1 ⊗ e⊗k2 ) should correspond to the intersection number on the moduli space of
Riemann surfaces with boundary obtained by removing an open disk from a closed Riemann
surface of genus g. Note that the genus of such Riemann surfaces with boundary is equal to 2g.
One of the original motivations of our work was to try to generalize the open-closed correspon-
dence (6.2) to all genera and construct an F-CohFT c˜2,extg,n+1 : (V
ext)∗⊗(V ext)⊗n → Heven(Mg,n+1,C)
such that
c˜2,ext0,n+1 = c
2,ext
0,n+1,(6.3)
c˜2,extg,n+1(e
1 ⊗ e⊗l1 ⊗ e⊗k2 ) = δk,0,(6.4) ∫
M2g,k,l,1
l∏
i=1
ψdii = C(g, k)
∫
Mg,l+k+1
c˜2,extg,l+k+1(e
2 ⊗ e⊗l1 ⊗ e⊗k2 )
l∏
i=1
ψdii+1,(6.5)
where C(g, k) are some rational constants, depending only on g and k. Here M2g,k,l,1 is
the moduli space of Riemann surfaces with boundary with exactly one boundary component
(see [ABT17]).
Surprisingly, there is a simple argument showing that an F-CohFT, satisfying properties (6.3)–
(6.5) doesn’t exist. Indeed, suppose it exists and let us then consider the associated DR hier-
archy. Property (6.5) dictates that
deg c˜2,extg,l+k+1(e
2 ⊗ e⊗l1 ⊗ e⊗k2 ) = k − 1, if k is odd,
and c˜2,extg,l+k+1(e
2⊗ e⊗l1 ⊗ e⊗k2 ) = 0, if k is even. This implies that the flow ∂∂t11 of the DR hierarchy
has the following form:
∂u1
∂t11
= ∂x
(
(u1)2
2
+
ε2
24
u1xx
)
,
∂u2
∂t11
= ∂x
(
−(u
2)3
6
+ u1u2 + αε2u2xx
)
,
for some complex constant α. Using Lemma 5.2, we can then compute the equations for the
flow ∂
∂t20
:
∂u1
∂t20
= 0,
∂u2
∂t20
= ∂x
(
−(u
2)2
4
+ u1
)
.
One can easily check that such flows ∂
∂t11
and ∂
∂t20
don’t commute for any value of α.
Nevertheless, the fact that c2,extg,k+l+1(e
1 ⊗ e⊗l1 ⊗ e⊗k2 ) = δk,0λg motivates us to conjecture that
the intersection numbers with the class c2,extg,k+l+1(e
2 ⊗ e⊗l1 ⊗ e⊗k2 ) should correspond to the open
Hodge integrals. To be more precise, we propose the following conjecture.
Conjecture 6.1. There exists a geometric construction of open λ2g-integrals∫
M2g,k,l,1
λ2g
l∏
i=1
ψdii ,
such that the following relation holds:∫
M2g,k,l,1
λ2g
l∏
i=1
ψdii = C(g, k)
∫
Mg,l+k+1
c2,extg,l+k+1(e
2 ⊗ e⊗l1 ⊗ e⊗k2 )
l∏
i=1
ψdii+1,
for some rational constants C(g, k), depending on g and k.
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